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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
HOLLAND,

VOL. XXY.
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SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

MICH.,

Holland City News.

PtfblOtod tvery Saturday. Termi$l.SQ ft/ ytar,
with a diteountof 50 eentt to thote

Did

paying in advance.

You Ever

MULDER BROS.. Publishers.
Hon.
Holland Oitt Nkws Printing House, Boot
a Kramor Bldg . Eighth St., Holland,Ulch.

SHAWL?

A

CITY AND VICINITY.
If

you knew how handy they wore you would have
We are positive!^Bellingour entire stock of

ono

Wheat

News

70 cents.

and Inter-Ocean$1.50.

Tbe name

Shawls
at

9

and Intcr-Ocean$1.50.

The Fourth National Bank

of

Grand

f-U

NO. 4

-TheW. C. T. U. iguve a Ladles’
home of Mrs. J. C. Post,

Social at the

this (Friday) afternoon.

Rapids, gets 870,000 of the new govern-

The B. V. R. C. will meet with Mrs.
Remington, on Tuesday, Feb.
Rev. Dr. E. C. Oggel will occupy
18. Quotations from Francis Bacon.
the pulpit of the Second Ref. church
Rev. A. Schoen of Chicago, will
at Grand Haven, Sunday.
a
t-fe
preach in the German Evangelical
The annual Junior exercisesof Hope
church next Sunday morning, at 10
College will be held on Friday eveno’clock.
ing, Feb. 21st, at 7:30 o’clock, at WinThe Womens’ Guild of Grace Eplsc.
ants Chapel, to which all are inviterL
church will give a social on Tuesday
Drayman Blom this week forwarde
Jed
evening, Feb. 18, at the residence of
to a merchant friend in Amsterdam,
Dr. Butterfield, on Eighth street. All
Netherlands, a lot of maple butter are cordially invited.
plates,of the factory of C. L. King^
-is
Under the constitutionalamend& Co.
ment recentlyadopted,the six hunAbsolutely Pure*
It Is reported that the steamer Wisdred veterans quartered at the Solconsin of the Milwaukee-GrandHaA cream of tartar bukhigpowdfr.TTIffTmt
diers Home in Grand Rapids township,
of all In luuvonluK strength. -Lafat Unto*
ven line, now in winter quarters at
will vote again at the April election.
Statet Qovemmmt Food
. I
Detroit, has not been repairedin the
HoiALbAEiNaPowDiiRCo.,
106 Wall Si, H. I;
The
annual
report
of
the
Michigan
least, and that she Is for sale.
ment loan, at

1.12.

F. A.

Rates Qt advertising made known on appUoa*

WEAR

News

15, 1896.

~

of the

old Goodrich pro-

peller Menominee will be

changed to

Iowa.

The Y. M. C. A. gospel meeting
Sunday afternoon will be led by Prof.
P. A. Latta.

dee

Xt^apt. F.
well

known

J.

Preston of

St. Joseph,

in sailing circles here, died

M

m

Beport.

factory inspector places the
Mr. and Mrs. R. Z. Davis desire to

;

—

numberof

Kremcrs entertaineda numacknowledge their thanks to the many
As we will not curry a
jn Chicago last week.
ber of his young friends and claat^ 1
tories
in
this
state
In
1895,
at
253,
of
all gle one through the
i
friends and neighbors and the emsummer if wo can avoid It.
which 43 were fatal and 106 serious. mates Thursday evening.
The next state fair will be held at
ployes of the C. & B. tannery, for their
Grand Rapids, and there is some prosThe Pleasant Evening Challenge That cut of Mayor Diekema 1k
efforts in saving what they did at the
pect of its beiig permanently located
Pedro
Club met at the home of Mr. Thursday’s G. R. Herald leu terror*
recent burning of their home, north of
there.
and
Mrs.
Chas. Ely, on Eighth street It’s worse than it was two years ago*
the bridge.
At Kalamazoo a large number of
Friday evening. The head prize was
Tbe common council of St. Joseph
'1
Joseph R. Dunlop, proprietor of the
sports assembled one evening last
capturedby Miss Grace Walker, and has declared itself in favor of mualel~
Chicago
Dispatch,
has
been
sentenced
week to witness a light between a badthe booby prize by Mrs. M.S. Mar- pal ownership of electricstreet lightger and a bull dog. The badger was to two years in the penitentiaryand shal.
to pay a fine of $2,000 for circulating
Spiiug Stylos of Butterick Patterns now in. Call at our atoie for sheets
winner.
The Farmers’ Institute held at Mr. and Mrs., A. VlsscherhadReY*.
through the mails indecentadvertiseThe schr. Addle, lying at Pfanments contained in the issues of his Grand Rapids this week was largely Dr. and Mrs. E. O. Oggel and a few
stiehl’s dock, sprung a leak last week
attended.Among those that went friends at their home Thursday, etanewspaper.
and sank to the bottom. The accident
from this vicinitywere Suoervisor J. ning enjoying a chess party.
G. li. Herald: Little Mario Wessewas caused by the ice forcing out the
Kerkhof, A. G. Van Heesof Zeeland,
Negotiationsfor the transfer of thd
oakum. Capt. Haven has succeeded lius, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sy- John Stegeman of Groningen, and II.
store and shoe stock of J. D. Holder
*
brant Wesselius, who was reported to
in raising her again.
Timmerman of Fillmore.
John Verschure have been completed,
he dangerouslyill of scarlet fever, is
Muskegon will send a delegation to
Win. Wlchers, late manager of the and the latter will assume full ownergetting better. She had to submit to
the good roads convention to be held
Zeeland
furniture factory, has decided ship on Monday.
critical surgical operations in her head
4
at Lansing. At the recent session of
to
take
a
trip to the old country beto alleviate the disease.
This
has
been
the
vmost
favorabl®
the Ottawa county board of supervifore embarking in anything new. He
winter for railroading in years, almost
In opening the bids for the new
sors a similar propositionwas made,
does not expect to move away from
as
large trains are being hauled over
government bonds'5 last week there Zeeland, but will have it out right
but failed to carry.
WE RENEW OUR OFFER TO STORE
FREE FOR
the roads at the present time as durwere
781
bidders.
The
treasury
will
THREE MONTHS SO THAT
CAN TAKE ADthere.
At Grand Rapids, Ray Harris, aged
ing the summer months.
receive about $11 1,000,000. GeographiVANTAGE OF GOOD ROADS AND OPPORTUNITY TO DO
8 years, found a dynamite cartridge
With reference to the new Texap
cally
the
bonds
were
awarded
as
folTHEIR HAULING AND SELL WHEN THEY GET READY.
It is not unlikely, says the G. H.
upon a railroad track Saturday, and
Colony we learn that the contract has
lows:
Tribune, that tbe newly appointed
taking it home, proceededto mark the
New York,
$78,000,000 been let for building a school house, hoard of public works of our neighborI
top of a red hot stove with it. The
Milling Co.
New England,
9.000.000 in which for the present religiousserving city will visit us shortly for the
physicianshope to save his life, but
Eastern States,
6.500.000 ices will also be held. A Sundayschool
Holland, Mich., Jan. 30, ’96.
purpose of looking over our municipei
Western Stales,
3.350.000
cannot restore the lost arm.
has been organized, and parties from
3.000.000
Central States,
lighting plant.
Chief Pokagon, of the Pottawatomie
Southern States,
1.250.000. Iowa have establisheda lumber yard.
List of advertised letters for the
Preparations are already made for
tribe of Indians, received notice from
Owing to the fact that Supervisor putting in spring crops.
week
ending Feb. 14tb, at the HolDR. A. C. V. R. GILMORE, Dentist. Washington that the claim of the
i
Lugersof Holland town has informed
land,
Mich., post office: Geo. AoitoB*
Port Huron Indians to a share in the
The extraordinary increasein the
his
constituency
that
he
can
not
acPieter Kutcha, Chas. B. Pratt, A. PM
The services of a first-class
$104,000 recently awarded the tribe,
cept a re-electionat their hands next number of the Insane and feeblemind- 8tooter, A. E. Van den Berg, Edward
has
been
disallowed
and
that
the
sum
DENTIST
April, his successor is likely to be one ed who have become inmates of our Walfern, Chas. Wright.
will now soon be availablefor distriof the following named: Barney Rlk- state institutions is attracting the atOob.De Keyzkjl
Call onbution among the surviving memtention of thoughtfulmen. The gensen, Albertus Van der Haar, D. B. K
bers.
I
One of tbomost important effeott
Van Raalte, Fillmore Bird, Geo. H. eral fund of the state is called upon to
If the ruination of a boy Is desired
Souter, B. Kammeraad, or I). Van furnish upwards of one million dollars of woods upon a climate is tbkt they
let him roam the streets at will. There
a year for the support of the insane. promote rain. The reason does not
Cor. 8th and River Sts., above Holland
Loo.
Is pothing that will ruin a boy so
City State Bank.
It has become the largest item In tbe seem to be perfectly uuderstood, but
The story of a pitiable case comes
quickly as unwatched liberty. It Is
the facts are matters of experience.
list of state expenditures.
during these evening hours of street from near New Buffalo, where Miss
Where a country is denuded of Its forHow many of the pathmasters in ests, tbe rain instead of falling iw
loafing that he learns the vulgarisms Minnie McCorkel, daughter of a fartownships are aware of the provision
OPTICIAN.
which will grow to something worse, mer, is dying of cigarette smoking.
moderate showers, comes in violent
of law that a patbmas|er may allow 25
Her
reason
became
affected
and
she
is
and loose him the respect for himself
downpours, with long periods of
now hopelessly insane as the result of per cent of the road work in setting drouth between.
and those around him.
the habit to which she was addicted. out trees at 25 cents per tree, and that
H.C. Matrau and wife, of Norfolk, Her body has been reduced to a skele- he shall cause at least fifty to be set
Congressman Smith has succeeded
Neb., spent three pleasant days In ton and in her deliriumshe pltlously out in his district. If this wise law in obtaining for tbe widpw of M. H, J
Holland, calling upon old friends and
pleads for just one more cigarette. was complied with as It should be our Ford, his late predecessor,an allowformer acquaintances.They were the Death is believed to be Inevitable.
highways in the rural districtswould ance of 8200 hack bounty. It has beCft]
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. Verschure.
soon be beautiful shaded thorough- refused her hitherto upon the groun^ . ..
Work on the new hotel at Ottawy fares.
Mr. Matrau while a resident of this
that no proof was filed by Mrs. Ford
city was twice elected alderman of the Beach was commenced last weekyTffe
that her husband was a volunteer.Clarence H. Smith, of Detroit, Is arFirst ward. In Norfolk he served in present building will be In part torn
Mr. Smith argned that Ford must' ^
down and the main portion of it ranging for another bicycle tour have been a volunteer, for the reasow
Spectacles adjusted to all defects of a similar capacity and besides held the
through Europe, next season. He
office of mayor for three successive moved to the site where the Casino
that ho was but fifteen years old
vision.
now
stands,
on
the
shore
of the bay. does this annually, with good success
years.
he enlisted,and tbe government would '}
work Is to be done and the hotel and general satisfaction, making his never have accepted a fifteen-yearold
Buying of C. A. Stevenson EllS TESTED FREE OF CHARGE!!! The First Ref. (Holland)church of The
ready to be opened by June 1. The tour through France, Switzerland, substitute.Tbe force of this argu- J
SatisfactionGuaranteed.
Detroit, of which Rev. J. Kremer,
the Holland Jeweler.
cost of the building will be 115,000 Italy, Germany, Holland and Eng- ment was recognized at the departformerly of Zeeland, is pastor, was dedWilliam Williamson is the architect, land. He leaves New York the latter ment and the claim allowed. MelOffice C. A. Stevenson’sJewelry store.
icated on Sunday last. It has a seatand, Charles Hoertz the contractor, part of June. On the continent the bourne H. Ford enlisted on the IT. 8.
ing capacity of 300 and cost about 18,party make au average of 30 miles a
both of Grand Rapids.
frigate Savannah in September,1884.
600. The congregation has steadily
day, returning after 70 days, at a cost
He was at that thus a mere boy, havIncreased during the past few years
Monday night’ssouthwesterlystorm of $350 for the ten weeks. If you are
ing left his studies to join tbe navy.
and now embraces 50 families, with was the fiercest of the season. It was Interested,send for prospectusgiving
He took part in several engagements
about 120 communicants. Rev. D. accompanied by some snow, but not all particulars,to Clarence H. Smith,
and was, in two years after his enlistThe next ^excursionof Brock o Grandville, who was a former enough to give sleighing.Towards ‘422 Woodward ave., Detroit, Mich.
ment, promoted to the rank of midpastor of the church, was also present. morning the wind obtained a velocity
shipman.
While in tbe service he esAu Indianapolis clergyman has unThe Texas
of over a mile a minute. Parts of the
caped
injury,
with the exceptionof a
R. B.’ Himes, a former residentof electricwirings were disturbed, and dertaken to demonstrate that the sayColonizationCo.,
broken
ankle,
the result of a fall from
this city and at one time convicted of several fire alarms sounded caused by ing of scripture that “though your
the mast of a ship.
selling liquor at the fair grounds, has the burning of chimneys. The mem- sins be as scarlet,” etc., Is really a
to their lands in Bra«•»
turned up at Allegan, where he had bers of the hose companies were on statement of a scientificfact, so far as
Twenty-fiveounces of Pure Bakinf
zoria Co., will \eave
opened a photograph gallery. On Sa- the alert throughout the night, lest the color of sin Is concerned.He as- Powder and a Bread Knife for 25c, at
Holland on
turday he was arrested there and something of a serious nature mlghr serts that scientific experiments at G. Van Putten.
Jailed for Illegal Intimacy with Mrs.
the .Smithsonian Instituteat Washturn up.
io, 1896.
Try M. N oiler's 16 c. Coffee. It’s a
ington have developedthat sin is scarLeonard Fox. Her husband keeps a
good one.
Buy Belknap Bob Sleighs of H. De
Lincoln’s birthdaywas observed) by let. By means of a chemical process
For particulars inquire of
cigar store and came from Grand RapKruif, Zeeland.
ids there. Mrs. Fox confessedto her a liberaldisplay of bunting from fac- the perspiration of a person aroused
Highest
John Kerkhot, Holland. husband and to ProsecutingAttorney tories and offices, the public schools by sinful passion was subjected to a
Or. Price’s Cream Baking Powder
at
the World's Fair
Fish. Himes left a bad record here, and private residences. The literary test that discloseda pinkish color.
World'sPair HighestAward.
ight Club Forty experiments were made, and
«nd also at Saugatuck.
Good California Raisins 4o a pound,
cter^and life In each test the result was the same.
Here’s your chance. All brands of
or 7 pounds for a quarter, at G. Van
Sunday night fire broke out in the
enti abd on
coffee 9c a pound at G. Van Putten.
Putteu.
residence of
on Sixth ^ ^ye(jDeg^ay eveDjng exercises aft Says a nurseryman, “I have planted
street, opposite the Novelty Wood the Y. M. C. A. social at Bergen Hall ieveral thousands of trees during the
Golden Drip Syrup 25c a gallon at
Robins T« Rest.
Works. It was first discovered by J. were also largely devoted to the same ast ten vears and have seldom been
G. Van Putten.
Partly furnished.Two large rooms Dinkeloo, chief of the flredepartment,
ailed upon to replace one that has
•
aod clothes closet. Just tbe thing
ied. The success is the result of a
10 Pounds of Douglas & Stewarts for light housekeeping. No connec- who happened to walk by the premiSlnglng—Y.M. C. A. Chorus. *
rolled oats for 25 cents at G. Van Put- tion with other piarts of the house. ses. The family were absent at the
Reading-Max McCormick.
imple but seldom failing precaution.
ten.
Duet— Mandolin and Guitar— Cook ITben the tree is planted a piece of
Inquire mornings, at north-west corn- time, visiting across the street. The
er of Pine and Eleventh streets. 2-2w department was prompt in their arri- and Dykema.
ward, not less than three inches wide,
Reading
g — Lincoln Stories — Chas.
Huh hr Site.
val and saved the building,although Hiler.
tnd high enough to reach the lowest
On Thirteenth street, between Col- All kinds of Package VeaJt for 4c a the second floor was badly gutted, and Solo— F. Ferwerda.
branches, should be driven into tbe
lege and Columbia Avenues. Will package, atG. Van Putten.
Reading— I. Garvglink.
much damage done by water. Damground
just south of tbe tree. This
accommodate large family. Terms,
Singing— Y. M. C. A. Chorus
age to building about 1250, and to the
keeps
the
sun off of It during tworeasonable.
Address—
Idress-Gt
Gen. Sec. H. Geerlings.
Wutodfurniture 8120, which latter loss was ^ Duet-Mandolin and Guitar— CooL thirds of tbe day, and prevents tbe sap
/ Inquire of owner at the place.
Gysbkbt Appbldoorn.
Two good sUve sawvere, one inside promptly adjusted and paid on tbe day and Dykema.
PERFECT
and bark from being burned np before
Holland,
8 turner and one oatelde turner. For
following by the Grand Rapids ^o,,
After' which refreshments were new roots have formed. Any one A pure Craps Cream of Tartar Powder*
lard and butter tub stock. Address:
of which J. O. Doesburg is tbe local served and a very sociaFhburspent by adopting ibis plan will be certain to tom Ammonia,Alum or any other adult
Try M. Notier’s II o. 0»ffee. It’s a
Johh Rupp & Son Co..
ON THE DOLLAR.

persons that received Injuries in fac-

Willie

50c

C. L.

Streng & Son.
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Holland,

15, 1895.
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Mich.

plants and lovHy flowors; until our
will be shaded with beautio
ful trees, aud all nature will shine
kindly upon us.
Walter Phillips.
Grand Haven, Mich.

THE TREE AND WHY WE
SHOULD PLANT IT.

OUR NEIGHBORS.

The court house and jail will be
lighted by kerosene aguiu because the
electriclight company which has hud
the contract for the past year refuses
to do the lightingthis year for Uss
than $2-50, which is an increase of
something like 150 per cent over hist
year's price. The supervisorsrefused
to pay such an advai ce, and directed
the county treasurer to buy kerosene

lamps for both court house and jail,
which he did.
Protractedmeetings have been held
Complaint has been made against
in Nunlca all of last week and are still
the Kalamazoo Paper Co. for violating
oil
in progress. They are awakening
the law in dumping waste containing
ACTION OK THE BOARD OF SUPERVIS- quite an interest.
vitriol into the Kalamazoo river. It
Coopers vile Observer: About forty is claimed the poison kills the fish.
ORS.
young people of the Reformed church
The directors of the creamery at
comprised a carefully planned surprise
Dorr have declared a dividend of
V.
party that walked Into the home of
twelve per cent, on the business of
Rev. and Mrs. W. H. Bruins very unessays

on

Genii H.

~

‘

•

forest tree

WHERE

Koop, Blendon

TO
BUY

Qeudrlka Sobrotenbokr, Blendon
Maurice B. Kirby, Grand Haven

Miriam A.

Feny,

••

*

Drinks at Neals.

Ottawa County.

Tree Culture-How It Can Be
Encouraged.

Among the

Marriage Licenses.
Frank Ryder Jr.. Agnew
Dena Middle, 6rnnd H-ven

The

Staple

with tea and coffee
drinking is not generally understood.
It is common knowledge with every
one that physicians advice the discontinuanceof both tea or coffee when
a pei son is sick, particularly when the
digestive machinery Is affected. Any
person with a slight knowledge of
chemistry can make the followingexperiments, securing the results as
given. Congulated egg albumen when
mixed with’ artificialgastric juices,
real trouble

and
Fancy

1895.
culture in Ottawa county, submitted ceremoniouslyon Thursday evening of
last week- and made merry the hours
to the committee on forestry was the until about midnight. The main ob
Fennville.
will be practically entirely digested In
following by Walter Phillips,of Grand Jectof their visit was in presenting
D. R. Crane has moved his family to eight hours.
their highly-esteemedpastor with a Holland, where he has employment.
When teals added, during the proHaveo township:
handsome
dog-skinrobe as a small tocess of digestion, 66 per cent, of albumedc
Herald: We wish that for one week
Gentlemen The science of forest- ken of their regard for him.
men will he digested, leaving 24 per
John D. Rockefellerwith his many cent undigested, while if a decoction of
ry, like that of agriculture, is, as yet,
Ottawa county will be represented millions was compelled to use some of
largely experimental.It is the reon the next grand jury in the U. S. the stuff that he and his Standard Oil coffee is mixed with the albumen, the
sult of our modern necessities.Some
court at Grand Rapids by Cbas. Lade- Co. Inflict upon the unsuspectingpub- result will be hut 61 per cent, digestof the more important conclusions reed and 39 per cent undigested. This
lic under the title of “water white
garclng the Influence of forests are wig, of Hudsouvllle.
means one thing, and the experiment
The
large
Republican
majority
In
oil.”
We
are
confident
that
they
based upon historicevidence,scientispeaks that fact plainly When tea or
fic investigations and careful observa- this county, making a nomination on would find it entirely free from any
coffee Is taken into the human stomtion, and may be briefly summed up as the Republican ticket equivalent to element calculated to support combus- ach, they very seriously interfere with
an
election,
is
no
doubt
re.sponsible
tion,
and
as
a
fire
extinguisher
it
, „
the natural and healthful operation.
EVERYTHING FRESH AND
THEIR
1. The forestsexercise an Influence for the constantly increasing list of as- would prove far superior to any known Where a person has an exceedingly
TEAS
AND
COFFEES
CANNOT
BE
EXCELLED.
upon the climate of the country; they pirants for the various county ofllces chemical compound.
powerful digestiveapparatus,he can
WHILE THERE TAKE A LOOK AT THEIR
modify the extremes of temperature. to be filled next fall. They say that
If It keeps on as it has started,this stand this abuse for a time, but It ^
In
Polkton
they
have
a
candidate
for
2. They have a decided ioflueuce
DRY GOODS DEPARTMENT.
end of the county will be able' to offer sure to tell sooner or later.
upon the water supply of a country. every office, beginning with Judge a complete county ticket when the
In addition to the above it may he
Clear the forests from the valleys and Goodrich for judge of probate,who, next Republican county convention said that any ordinary analytical
as
a
mailer
of
course,
will
be
re-nominhsad-watereof streams arid rlvtrs, and
is held. With John Whltbeck for chemist can analyze coffee and show
these water-courses, perennial before, aled without opposition.The rest of sheriff, John Lubbers for treasurer, the poisonous alkaloids of much the
become dry in summer and raping tor- the ticket is announced as follows:
E. D. N^sh Jor clerk, Charley Thew same character as found in strychnine,
Sheriff— Theo. Reed.
rents In -prlng time.
for prosecuting attorney and Dr. For- whiskey, tobacco and morphine.
Clerk—
Walter
S.
Cole.
3. Forests exert a beneficial influrest for coroner, it only remains for a These poisons have a direct effect upon
Treasurer— Benj. Norton.
ence upon agricultureby forming a
few more to be selected to make a full the liver and furred tongue, costive
Register — C. C. Stiles.
wall of protection to the growing
ticket.
bowels, bad skin and various other InPros. Att’y— L. P. Ernst.
crops when most needed.
The business men of •Fennville have dications of approaching sicknessare
4. Forest products afford the most In early days Blendon, or Blendon subscribedover $300 to pay the ex- apparent. These facts have been
indispensable and necessaryeconomic Landing, as it was then called, gave
pense of pulling down several large recognizedby physicians for many
element in the industries and prosper- promise of becoming quite a ship- drive wells in different parts of the years, but it is difficult to induce peoDEALERS IN
ity of a nation.
building point. The first vessel built town, to furnish a water supply, iu ple to leave off their habits even when
It Is startling when we read the sta- there was the schooner Major Anderthose habits are shown to he injurious
rase the village votes to purchase
tistical accounts of the destruction son, named after the defender of Fort
and to shorten the existence of the
fire engine.
of our forests. Shall we not awake to Sumpter. This was In 1861.
human lx>dy.
action, and solve this forestryquestion
The manager of La Vita inn, a
While hunting In the woods near
A. B. Chase,
Muskegon
County.
’ by practical education and legislation?
health institutionat Battle Creek,
Nunlca, Saturday, Willie Wendall,
Crown,
_ luoatlon is the mighty lever that aged 14, lost his left hand and three
Phil Kearney Post G. A. R., has re- Mich, made a large number of experimoves the world to action in all great fingers of his right band. He was quested the secretary of war to furnish merits in the direction of a food drink
Russell,
reforms In behalf of the people. There- standing with both hands over the the Post with fourcondemned cannon. that would he at once nourishing,
Smith
and Barnes.
fore let us inquire what has been done muzzle, and the gun suddenly explodThe idea is to place one on each corner palatable and fragrant, without any of
in oir state by education and legislathe poisonous or injurolous properties
ed.
of Hackley Square.
tion la reference to forestry.
The supreme court has given its de- His experimentswere confined to comWe And by Public Act, No. 259, of
pounding and arranging products of
Zeeland.
cision in the celebrated Moriarity will
the Laws of 1S87. that the members
various cereals, or grains, such as were
ca-^e.
In
his
will,
D.
J.
Moriarity,
Mrs. H. De Kruif Jr. and son Paul
of the state board of agriculturewere
Story and Clark,
wealthy merchant, provided that his intended by nature for man’s subsisconstituted a commission to be known are visiting In Detroit.
tence. Being in a positionto note
wife,
who
is
nearly
seventy
years
old,
United States,
as as “Independent Forestry CommlsC Van Loo is now the largest stockthe effect of the beverage upon weak
he paid $10 a week, and added: “But
slea,” whose main duties were to in- holder in the furniture company.
stomachs, and patients who needed
Farrand and Votey,
for decency’s sake she had better mar
stitute an inquiry into the extent of
TheH.C. Ref. church at Zutpten ry as soon as possible,In which event the most noursbing food and drink
Lawrence Seven- Oct.
the destruction of our forests by fire has purchased an organ.
thatcould be ob.uined,bls experiments
she shall Inherit none of my properand otherwise,to note the effects of
were
conducted
under
what
would
proRev. B. Lammers of Forest Grove ty.” The court holds the will void.
the same on our climate and water
in bly he considere 1 the most favorable
has been “surprised” to the extent of
In the month of January the steam circumstances. After continued use
supply, and to make a report thereof
a new Portland cutter.
er Nyack made fifteen trips on the and the most positive evidence of the
to the governor with recommendations
Muskegon-Milwaukeeline.
couoernlnglegislation.
Home, Wheeler & Wilson, Domestic, House
healthful proportion of the food-drink
Grand Haven.
This commission,after its organizapatients who have been healhold, and Standard.
tion, held a convention in Grand RapA l>onu8 of $1,500 has been raised by
ed wish to continue the use of the
Saugatuck.
ids. Some of the best informed men our citizens to buy a site for a novelty
cereal drink after they return to their
on the forestry question attended brass works plant. It is a new con- Three boys between the ages of homes, and others made demand for It.
Sheet music, Folios and all Kinds of Musical Instruments.
this convention,and notably among cern, with a capital of $15,000. The twelve and fourteen became tired of
In order to supply this demand and
the number was the chief of the foi- promoter of it, Mr. Chas. H. Adams, staying at home and thought they the public genei ally, the Postum
Pianos, Organs and Sewing Machines Rented.
estry division of the United States— is the patenteeof a car window deilec- would leave. After being gone three Cereal Co., Limited was formed. All
days
they
returned,
and
think
now
Hon. B. E. Fernow. It was shown at tor, a combined' furrule
fi
and bushing,
people who drink coffee and tea do not
this meeting that our slate bad ori- a patent egg cooker and boiler, a nov- there is no place like home.
care to discontinuetheir use although
rinally 150,000,OI»0,000feet of pine, elty match safe, etc, etc. Another of
F. A. Makin, the electric railway quite satisileii of their hurtful prowhich Is now reduced to 30,000,000,000.the membe-s of the company is the man has again been heard from. He perties. There are enough neople,
Perry Hannah, of Traverse Ciiy, patentee of a valuable hose coupling, announces to the people of Saugatuck however,in America who hold their
stated that the hardwood of Northern which will he manufactured and con- and Douglas that the road’s prospects health in high enough esteem to be
Michigan was worth more than all trolled by the new corporation.The are brighter than ever.
willlrgto give a little attention to
the pine the state bad ever produced. company desires the old Forrest mill
The drivers of the Fennville and their food and drink. There is no
Statisticsproved that the loss of prop- site because that would enable them
Saugatuck stages do not “dwell to- habit the creature acquires which proIs the Most Popular Republican Newspaper
erty la the state by forest fires was urb
begin at once the manufacture of gether in loving kindness,” and one or duces as much real enjoyment as the
lounense.It was further shown that one line of their goods; also a lot on two suits for assault and battery have old-fashioned habit of their .being
of the West and Has the Largest Circulation.
our formers and the people in general the river front on which to erect
throughlywell. When a man can inresulted from their business rivalry.
were surprisinglyIgnorant of the brick buildings for the use of heaver
hale a deep breath of pure air and feel
BY MIAIL.
slBpiest laws that should govern the machinery to work the brass meta
that every part of the machinery of
DAILY
(without Sunday) ................. $4.00 per year
Port Sheldon
management of forests for their pre- Says the G. H. News: “Somebody
the human body Is working perfectly,
DAILY
(with Sunday) .....................
$6.00 per year
servation and reforestation.
shout! Grand Haven is about to step
A meeting was held in our school the feeling , of comfort produces a
I now call attention to the recom- out of her swaddling clothes,and don’t
house Saturday evening to try and ap- deep sense of easy content aud thankThe Weekly Inter
$ 1 .00
mendations made to the conveution you forget it.”
point some one as delegate to attend fulness to the Creator for the mere
PER YEAR .........................................
by Hon. B. B. Fernow, relative to the
privilege
of
living.
A petition was circulated last week the Good Roads convention at LansAs a Newspaper THE INTER OCEAN keeps abreastof the times in all
forestry legislationthat was needed in in this city requesting the D. & M.
Postum Cereal is a thoroughly
ing March 3. Some of those that use
respecta. It spares neither pains nor expense in securing
management to take back In their the old Grand Haven road have tried healthful food drink. It can be taken
^Legislationwhich Is directed to employ the men who refused to work everythingin their power to get the at each meal by all members of the
ALL THE NEWS AND THE BEST OF CURRENT LITERATURE.
k hotter protection of the forest propSundays.
road between Holland and Grand Ha- fumlly, 1 chiding the children. It
erty an long as It may last.
quickly establishes itself as an ImporTribune:
It is a fact now forgotten ven Improved to the same condition as
Protection of the future crop, so
tant part of the mea . and wtv n left
by most people of this city that the the roads north of Grand Haven and
far as nature has kindly restored it, or
As a Family Paper Is Nnt Excelled by Any.
out,
one mi-sus the fragrant 0 "r- 'he
south
of
Holland.
Since
the
C.
&
W.
man who built the Presbyterian
man has planted it.
comfortingflavor and the h abb givchurch,
the
boiler works at Ferryshurg M. has raised its freight on wood a
To provide and make accessible
rvrr»It hr.s somethin'? of Interest to each m’mb-’r of the family Its
good many that haul their wood to ing properties.
such information ns will enable the and other old time buildings hereYOUTH 8 DEPARTMENT is the very best of its k;mi. IU LITERI in. coffee c dits) girj3 40 to 4j
abouts was bung by the rebels down the market with their own teamshave
people to utilise their forest growth to
ARY FEATURES are unequaied.
cups.
been
heard
to
complain
bitterly
about
south, early in the war of the rebelIt is a TWELVE PAGE PAPER and containsthe News of the World.
oetter advantage;enable them to see
I package Postum Cereal (25 cents)
lion.
This
man,
Melville
Sparling, the condition of that road, and it was
POLITICALLY IT IS REPUBLICAN, and givjs its readers t.:e benefit of
the necessity for reforestation,and to
gives 100 cups.
was in the south in the pursuit of his thought that they at least would be
furnish the basis of a rational system
the ablest discussionson all live political topics. It is pub.ished in ChicatJ
About 3 to 1 in favor of the Cereal.
present
at
the
meeting
to
make
one
calling,a builder, and was taken for
of ftrest management.
and is in accord with the people of the West in both politics and literature.
This item of economy is by no means
more effort, but it appears that the
4. Legislation may go so far as to a Union spy by the Confederates and loudest kickers were the most conspi- the i h e' consideration.Health, comPlease remember that the pries of THE WEEKLY INTER OCEAN :s
executed.
recognise a temporary need of encourUNl.Y ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR.
fort and red blood sneak out strongly
cuous
absentees.
Those
present
at
County clerk Geo. D. Turcer was
aging private activity in planting and
the meet ion favored the sending of a for the natural drink. This pure food
caring for forest property by means of laid up this week with a bronchial
delegate, with the exception of two or drink brew-, exactly the color of the
teanorarr,Qnancial assistance or oth- trouble.
three, w ho preferred continuiflg In the richest coffee and lias much the same
erald,
such as reduction of taxes, etc
er nULsu.
Major Whittle,the famous evange- same old rut, rather than put their fragrance and taste, with none of the
Mr. Fernow also advocated provi- list will he In this city for two weeks hands in their pockets and contribute harmful properties.
sinn for an energetic forest commis- beginning February 23. He will hold a dollar or so with their neighbors to
sioner, charged with the forestry in services in the First Ref. church.
advance the good cause. The meetAn Honest Man’s Story.
teresto of the state in all their hearadjourned to next Saturday evening,
ings; who should Interest himself in
the 15th, so as to give all another op
Allegan County.
seeing fire and forestry laws executed,
Greenvillaoe, Pa., Jan. 23, ’96.
portunityto Join in the effort.
and furnish such information as is Judge Padgham held court forjudge
Dear Sir:— Thank Gud there is a
H.
Goodin
has
started
up
his
mill
Both
Year for Only
needed by the people and their legis Yaple in Centerville last week.
medicine that wil^curecatarrh. Mr.
this week with a full crew, and chief
Uteri.
The county officials are proud over engineerWin. Smith is very prompt Fretzingen, I used your sarnie boxof
Believing the above recommenda- a new coat of varnish which adorns
catarrh which you sent me. The first
with bis whistle.
tions are, In the main, on the right
night I used it it helped me. May
the wood work of the court house.
1
Geo. Souter paid Mr. Cook a visit
basis for action, 1 call the special at
H.
D. McDuffec has been seriously Tuesday morning. He looked as God bless you for your kindness. I
teotion of the committee,and also
used
the
little
box
you
sent
me
and
ill for several weeks. He will he reblooming as a red rose when he got about half of a 50 cents jar. They keep
that of the people, to the same.
moved for medical care elsewhere.
there, for the wind wasblowingteriflc,it in CbambiTsburg. 1 have told a
I will further state that the comSoothing, healing, cleansing, De
The anti local optlonlsts, who have with lots of snow.
missioner on forestry made a full regreat many people about your medl Witt’sWitch Hazel Salve Is theenemy
port to the governor on October 81, been circulating petitions for resubcine. Hon. ’Squire Britton, brother- to sores, wounds and piles, which it
1881, and requested that provisionbe mission of the law, have discovered
In law to me, Is using It; he says it Is never fails to cure. Stops Itching and
Real
Estate
Transfers.
made for a cootinuance of the work, that all the work done up to date Is
helping him very much; he has ca- burning. Cures chapped lips and
O.
Van
Loo
and
wife
to
Wm
Wichw,
200
acr.
null
and
void.
The
local
option
law
but the legislaturehas not responded
tarrh very had. Mrr. G. D. Ludwig, cold sores in two or three hours.
prescribes very distinctly that In a In Zeeland J3.M0.
to the request.
daughterof me, Is using your medi
Lawrence kramer.
county which has once decided one C. M. Kinley and wife to Bert L Dement cine. I use it In the evening before
This article is too short to quote the
way
or the other, there shall not he parcel of land Id Olive $i00.
forestry laws that are now on the statInvaluable In Office, School,and Home,
retiring to bed and am feeling better
another election, nor any action to
ute books. The great need at present
SucceforQfthe
John C( ffmau by adm to ChristieCoffmane % now than 1 have for the last flveydhrs.
that end not even the submission of
" Unabridged.’f
Is to create a genuine public sentiMy head Is clear and I have more
e bw K sec 17 Chester $1450.
petitions,
until
after
the
law
has
been
ment in behalf of a practical, lasting
energy for work and business. Before
Standard of the
ChristieCoffman to N. Armock e e & aw X
We Offer Yea •
reform in the interest of forestry and in force two years. Attorney LomU. B. Gov't. PrintI used your medicine I felt manya
REflEDY Which
bard
of Grand Rapids, who is looking see 17 Cheater $1450.
lug
Office, the U. B.
tree culture. We can do this through
time that I did not care whether I
INSUIREA Safety
Supreme Court, and'
•f Ufa to Meththe educatingpower of the press; the after the anti-prohibition interests, Wm. H. MauwaricgtoH. W. Wllaonw H nw was living or dead; I had no energy; I
of nearly oil the1
and Child.
medium of farmers’ institutes, horti- was under the impression that the law X acc 90 Allendalef 1600.
did not care for anything. I had caSchoolbooka.
had
been
in effeit three years in this
cultural societiesand agricultural
T. Baterlnk to R. Kloostra w !; ae pt bw
BTi coratarrh over sixty-sevenyears; mother
Warmly
county.
As
a
matter
of
fact
it
has
________ 6y Bute
fairs; by agitating the matter In its
arc 10 Jaun atown $3400.
had catarrh and it turned into conSuperintendents
been
in
effect
less
than
two
years
details and benefits at thei grange, by
L. Ocarltkand wife to Berend Baterlnk ne >4 sumption;she died in her sixty-fourth
of Bchoola, and
inlar observance of Arbor Day; Hence the petitions already secured aw It see 17 Blendon f&O.
other Educatorsriyear. 1 have a farm up at Strasburg,
cannot
he
used
until
after
the
flrstday
moet without lumand fast, hut not least, through our
seven miles from Gneati'.lage. On
ber.
Chaa L Mnlder and wifetoL. Molder lot 139
of
May,
and
the
whole
work
will
have
puWlo schools and educational instlinstinice days I drive up to the farm and
Bay View add Holland $150.
THI
BIST
FOR
EVERYBODY
!
tutions of every grade. Id short, a to be done over again.
work. Mr. Pretzingcr I think it
accAuac
grind rally should he made all along Although the otter is becoming al- I Ifanllje and wife to EliiabethBeitama pt would pay you to have It put in all
Robs CoflfiMtMntof its Pain, Horror and Risk.
. ./ the* Frankl
the line, through the power of educa- most extinct in this part of the state Its i and fi blk M Holland
Franklin County
‘ papers as I am a
tioo, until the people are thoroughly i n Allegan county hoy caught one In
My wife used
“lOTHEBS’
FRIEND”
beR»lof Vink to Gail LogemannwfrK>wfr 14 reliable, honest mao, so the people
m •••
_ MM M
to aacertaln the pron
a trap near Lee, a few days ago. It eeo 6 Crockery Stt5. .
fore birth of her tint child, she did not
aroused.
say, middling well acquaintec
d over
aufler from CRAMPS er PAINS— waa quickly
We should flood the legislature with weighed 25 pounds and the pelt is val- D. 0. Barringer to D. v d Ploeg ne X ne 14 sec the County. - Yours truly,
relievedat the criticalhour Buffering
but
ifleringbut
a word.
ued at$15.
Geo. K. Zollinger. little— Bhe had no paius afterward and her
petitions in behalf of. practical legis89 Tallin adge $1750.
rapid.
A small sample can be obtained by
lation relative to forest and tree culEvery night last week, the Baptist Patrick H. McBride et al to O. Ver Bcbure pt
r®00YCry e“ 5. Joint
stok, Eufaula, Ala.
JOHHSTO
It la jaay to learn what a word means.
sending a 2c. stamp to Pretzlng< r I Sent by Mall or Express, on receiptof
ture until Michigan, our noble state, church has been crowded with people
The definitionsare elear. explicit,and fuU.ond
Ha L 2 and 8 and It 7 Holland $210.
xuc la contained In a separate pancraph.
Bros.,
Chemists,
Dayton,
O.
oomes to the front on the forestry to listen to Evangelist Ranton’s
’s disr^mal'led free***** Book ‘’To “oth*
O. A C. MERRIAM CO., PubUaherg,
questionand declares that our forests courses, and at every service a number
BRADFIEbD REGULATORCO., Atlanta,6a,
Springfield,Maae., U.S. i.
Three tflush and Two Fur Gapes, at
most and shall be preserved; until our of the unconverted have express, d a
Children Cry for
OLD BT ALL DRUOOUTt
aer Specimenpeite<i.ete.,Bentonippdeatton.
dbUIo parks and school grounds will desire ft know more of Christ.— Ga- 60 c. on tb^ Dollar, at
M. Nomu.
KXXXXXXXXXXXHXKKXXXXXKHMH
Fiteher’e Castsrla.
ps tftratti wua ornamental teeea.'tttfe
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MICHIGAN FARMERS.

/

B«aoluOons Adopted at the Club Conven-

5TATE NEWS.
InterestingInformation

tion.

Entirely sold out of Cloaks,

Wqare now

Capes and

Jackets.

Dally ^Receiving

NEW
SPRING
GOODS!

-

OF ALL DESCUIPTIONS. BEAUTIFUL
STYLES FOR SHIRT WAISTS. ALSO

/

BOUGHT A BEAUTIFUL AND COM- \
PLETE LINE OF
-

We

Sprint!

Gapes and Jackets.

hivo 3 Plnab and 2 Far Capes and a few Children's Garments at 50e on the
Dollar. Everything In GROCiRIES.

Try our 16c Coffee, it’s a stunner.
Fine Raisins at

3{c.

Yours for bargains in Dry Goods and Groceries.

M.

NOTIRR

1

MR. UHL

Bad Cooking
Is a

waste, and

Mrmful

in

every

way. Thousands

of

people are deprived of half the actual nutriment of
their food because of bad cooking and the want of
means to make food palatable and digestible. The

Steel

Majestic Range
Is

recognized as the most perfect cooking apparatus

yet

produced.

It is

made

of malleable iron and cold-

rolled, double-stretched steel-platethroughout, ex-

cept fire-box, which

is

m$de of the best gray

The oven and fire-box are

built cn

iron.

an entirely new

principle.

The MAJESTIC

is

a reve-

both to the trade
and the user.
lation,

SOLD

BY

Many

Lansing, Feb. 6.— General resolutions
Clinton county has defeated local opadopted at the concludingsession of tion by a light vote.
the State Association of Farmcra
Gov. Rich will attend the Michigan
Clubs favor equal suffrage; decreasing editorial excursion to Mexico.
the appropriation
for the
fish commis- | The farmers in the vicinity of Way-ft -r ---------------------sion, and increasing that for the trav- ; land will set out over 40,000 fruit tree*
eling library system; the abolition of in the spring.
legislativejunketing trips; a general
Willie Van Sickle, of Owosso, wanreductioniu official fees and salaries; dered onto thin ic^ near the river dam
the printing of school text-booksby end was drowned.
the state and furnishing them to school
c Mrs. Eliza F. Soper, aged 94, widow of
districtsat cost; and a law preventing
a veteran of the war of 1812 and a penappeals from justicecourts in cases insioner, is dead at Galesburg.
volving less than $50.
Escanaba has decided to issue bonds
Special resolutionswere adopted
commendingthe last legislaturefor or- to the amount of $50,000 for the condering a recompilation of the general struction of city waterworks.
The name of the post office at SimJaws and the publication of such commons’
Landing, Oceana county, has
pilation by the state instead of by private parties, and asking the next leg- been changed to Peach Ridge.
The condensed milk factory at Howell
islature to add its enactments thereto;
calling for a reduction in the number of spent nearly $20,000 to farmers during
employes of state departments and ir the month of December for milk.
the salariespaid these clerks; and askThe Michigan VeterinarySurgeons’
ing all clubs to exact from all candi- association elected W. W. Thorburn, of
dates, especially those for legislative Tensing, president, and William Jopoffices, a pledge to carry out this re- ling, of Owosso, secretary and treasform and give state institutionsonly urer.
such appropriations as are needed for
One of the heaviest hogs ever marpractical and absolute necessities;as keted in Michigan was raised near Ironwell ns bring about a more economical ton by T. C. Bird. It was of the Chester
administrationof public affairs.
white breed and weighed 900 pounds
Officers were chosen ns follows: Pres- live-weight.
ident, A. M. Kimmis, Jr., Wixom; vice
Philip T. yolgrove, of Hastings, has
president, J. T. Duniells,Union Home; announcedhis candidacy for the resecretary, B. F. Peckham, Parma.
publicancongressionalnomination iu

A Clean Sweep.

-

from

1’olnta In Michigan.

BECOMES AMBASSADOR

SINFUL HABITS
K MAKE

ship. another dividing the country into
tion as ambassador to Germany. Mr.
Uhl will return home before going districtsof three or four states each,
take care of
abroad, and numerous banquets and each district
its
death losses, thus equalreceptions are already being planned
izing the expense. The holding
for him.

to

own

of

biennial instead

of

annual

ACETYLENE GAS.

NERVOUS, DISEASED

TUP

*>
$

.

RESTORED TO MANHOOD

Wm.

s

_

A.

WALKER.

Wm. A.

WALKER.

BY DRB. K.&K.

MR8. CIIAS.

KAFFIR KOLA EXTRACT
Is

the Greatest Remedy and Cure of the

19th

Kaffir

CENTUR

in
1

Ri
k

BEFORE TBXATMXKT AFTER TREATMENT

tWNO

Divorosd but uni tsd again

NAMES OR TESTIMONIALSUSED WITHOUT WRITTEN CONSENT.-**

Wm. A. Walker of 16th Streetsays:-"!bate soil
untold agnniea for ray “gay life." 1 was indiscreett
young and Iguoraht.As ^One of the Boys" I oontr
Syphilisand oilier Private diseases. I had ulcersj
month and throat, bone pains, hair loose, pirapl
face, finyer nails came off, emissions,became thil
despondent.Seven doctors treated me with MerouryJ
Pot* ‘h, etc. They helped me but
it could not
not ct
Dre. Kennedy ft]
.
FinallvafricndindDcedmetotrr
DraKenned
lieir New Method Treatment cured mo In a few weeks. Their treatment is
*You feel yourselfgaining every day. 1 liavo never heard of their falling to core in ai

SYPHILIS

EMISSIONS

stricture

,CURED
w _

_

_

rVCURES GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED
________„

i

under novice of my family doctor, bnt it was a
[sad experience In eighteenmonths wo were divorced.I
then consulted Drs. K. A K., who restored me to manhood
“Ijytheir Aw AfeMod Treatment, Ifeltanewlife thrill through
Imy nerves,
'six years ago.

_

Kola Extract

Office. 32,
209 State Street,

w

Co.

17

YEARS

IN DETROIT, 200.000

CHICAGO.

iBasasdsssHsasHBHSHSHsasHSHsasssssasHj

RECEIVING

WaM
es. ^g^|ythlngoonficl«ntlal. Question

list

Latest patterns and

styles.

Lace and Chenille
The

llii,ND0S!LKl

i&KENNEDY &

Established1865.

tub

CHASE’S

PLOWS

[Prof. Snyder was born 35 years bko In
Butler county, Pa., and has always lived
there. He worked h!s way through Westminster college.He has been eight year*
principal of the Allegheny schools. He organized a manual training school, founded
the state normal school, and has the highest recommendations.
He will enter upon
his duties at the beginning of the new
school year.]

Curtains

Takken

E.

DEALER

BARLEY MALT
WHISKY.
Absolutely Pure
Recommended and endorsed BY THE LEADING
Physicians ft Chbmhbbs
AS THE FINEST STIMU-

LANT AND TONIC BO*
MEDICINAL ft FAMEbt

In the city.

Lumber,

CO.,

LAMPS

THE NEW BONDS.
List of

Successful Bidden

*

In

Washington. I). C.. Feb. 10.— Among
Indians to a share in the $104,- the successful bidders for the new
000 recently awarded the tribe has been bond issue were the following irom
disallowed and that the sum will soon Michigan:
be ready for distribution among the
Award. Price.
240 survivors. This band refused to First nationalhank, Battle

Creek ....................... JlO.OOO 111
remove beyond the Mississippi in 1833, First Exchange bank. Port
Huron ....................... 100,000 111.625
and the present claim has been pending Lizzie
Englehart,Lansing. lot ......
111.521
in Washington since 1S66.
L. F. Wefty. Alma ........... 100 119.LLI
Stoll

Shfligles,

Thii

State.

.................50

120

To Bora for OIL
Kalamazoo County bank,
Schoolcraft.................l.WX' 112
Niles, Feb. 8. — A stock company has
Ralph Wise, Otsego ......... 75c 116 67
been formed in Van Buren county
Restored to Sight.
which will lease tracts of land in that
Niles, Feb. 12. — At a revival meeting
legion and sink a number of wells,
with the hope of finding either oil, recently held at Wutervliet, L. Veracoal or natural gas. Since the earth- nnd, a blind man, who has been conquake of last October the presence of verted, arose ami made the announcepetroleum has been noticed in a num- ment that sight had been restored to
ber of streams and springs, and the him by the Lord. He had beeu blind
amount of oil seems to be increasing. for years. He rejoicedover his sudden
Some large oil wells are expected to recovery of eyesight and declared that
Ids conversion to religion was the cause
be discovered.
of its The miracle ha* amazed VernFound Hanging to a Tree.

-CALL ON

and Finishing Materials

New York, Feb. 11
LIVE STOCK— Steers ........ M 10 0 4 70
Bheep .......................
3 00 & 4 60
Hogs .......................
4 50 $4 80

FLOUR—

City Patents

Fancy

35

(J

......................
2 70

0

........ 4

—

Paul A. Steketee.

THE MARKETS.

4 65
2 90

WHEAT-No. 2 Red ..........
May .........................
72 if 72
CORN-No. ..................36
May ........................
36 .
OATS- Western .............. 28
PORK— Mess ................. lu 75 fall 00
LARD— Rendered ............5 $0 fa 6 66
tUTTER— Western Cr’m'y.. 12 fa 19
EGOS ..........................15 fa 15*
CHICAGO.
CATTLE— Reeves ............ J3 30 fa460

REVIVO
iMjpjgM RESTORES

2

Stockers and Feeders ...

60

3 80
3 SO
3 90
4 7214
fa 4 00
fa 3 85
14
18«4
.......................
16
................. 12t4fa 13
(per bu.) ........ 16
21
.................
9 90 falO 00
................
5 40
5 45
Spring ...... ....... 2 40 fa 3 26
.........
3 10 fa 3 60
2

SHEEP

fa
fa
fa
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3
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SHEERHOORN,

St

For-

Lath,

Battle Creek, Feb. 12.— Benjamin KilRUTTER-Western Cr’m'y..
fa
, Dairy
8 fa
gore, who mysteriously disappeared that it was, the work of Providence.
EGGS-Fresh
from his home in this city January 31,
The Dairymen.
POTATOES
fa
was found hanging to a tree in a swamp
Lansing, Feb. 7.— At the concluding PORK— Mess
LARD-Steam
0
two miles north of this city by a hunter session of the Michigan Dairymen’sas- FLOUR—
Winter
Sc
Tuesday. He had apparently climbed sociation here it was decided to concenGRAIN— Wheat, May ........ 65%fa 66%
the tree, tied a rope around a branch, trate all efforts of the association beCorn, No. 2 ................. 27%@ 28
iswsasEsasaasasHSESEaEsasasESHsi
Oats, No. 2 ................. 20
25%
then fastened it to his neck, and fore the legislaturenext winter for the
Rye. No. 2 .................. 38',© 38%
jumped a distance of 20 feet. He wan passage of a law prohibiting the colorBarley,Good to Choice... 30 fa 88
59 years old, and leaves a wife and one ing of oleomargarinein imitation of
MILWAUKEE.
Masons and builders are requested
A Valuable PrescriptionWheat, No. 2,
66
to examine the stock of lath, and prison.
butter. A similar bill was defeated by GRAIN—
€orn. No. 3 ................. 28 6f 28%
Editor Morrison of Washing,! nd.,
ces, at Scott’s lumber yard, River str.,
the
legislature
last
winter.
The
next
Oata, No. 2 White ......... 20»,fa’ 21
Farmer Hires the New Woman.
Sun ’ writes: “You have a valuable
opposite the Standard Roller Mills, t!
Ryf No. ....... ...........40'.«fa 40%
Decatur, Feb> 10.— A new woman’s so- meeting will be held at Charlotte. J. N.
Barley.No. 2 .............
S!%« 84
.prescription In Electric Bitters, and
'
«
McBride,
of
Owosso,
was
chosen
presiPORK-r-Mess ................. 10 60 falO 65
ciety in Colona was so successful iu
LARD
........................
.
6
45 fa 5 50
M. Notler has another lot ef those lean cheerfullyrecommend it for
Constipationand Sick Headache, and devising meaustoralse moheyfbrcliar- dent. ----------------- - -------DETROIT.
nice lap- beards Tor 25c.
as a general system tonic It lias no itable purposes that the 20 members
GRAIN-Wheat,No. 2 Red.. 7S%0 74
Ten-Cent Fine for a Bad Boy.
. CcrP. No. 2 White .........28%fa 28%
equal. Mrs. Annie Snehle, 2625 offered to work an entire afternoon for
Evert, Feb. 10.— John King, an 18Dr. Price’s Cream Baking Powder
Oats. No. 2 White .........22%fa 22%
Cottage Fro ve A ve., Chicago, was all 60 cents. A thrifty farmer saw profit year-old lad, has been convicted of disRye, No. 2 .................. 42 fa 42%
Most Perfect Made.
run down, could not eat nor digest
ST. LOUIS.
in the scheme, and when night came turbing a religious meeting by throwfood, had a backache which never left
CATTLE— Native Stcere.,.. $3 40 fa 4 25
his last year’s bean crop had been nice- ing cayenne pepper on a stove in the . Texas .......
......... .....2 40 fa J 75
her and felt tired and weary, but six
Glotmna Gleaned and Repaired bottles of Electric Bitters restored ly hand-picked.
3 80 fa 4 15
hall. He was fined ten cents aud cost*. HOG 3 ..........................
SHEEP ...................... 8 50 fat 55
The costs amounted to $16.40.
her health and renewed her strength.
— AT—
Ula Third Trial.
OMAHA.
Prices 50 rents and #1.00. Get a BotCATTLE— Steers ............. |3 00 fa 8 85
Detroit, Feb. 8.— The third trial of
Death of Capt. Chynoweth.
tle at
Cows .......................
1 60 fa 3 29
E.
Dr. D. J. Seaman, charged with manHoughton, Feb. 10.— Capt. John
P eouent ....................
2 55 fa 3 50
H. Walsh, Holland,
3 80. fa 3 92*4
Blver and 7th
Holland
slaughter in causing the death of Emily Chynoweth died suddenly of heart UDOS^.
.'hvjkjH
..... ..........2 SO fa 8 46
A. De Kruif, Zeeland.
J. Hall, the English girl, through au failureat his residence in West Houghabortion operation, was begun Friday.
ton on Friday afternoon.

RINCK

USB.

For MALARIA, DYSPEPSIA and WEAK
LUNGS IT IS unbquaxab
Foe Sale By
0. Blom Sr., Holland tyloh

IN

Coin's and Hulls ...........1 60
Texas Steers ...............2 50
HOGS— Light .................
4 00
Rough Packing. ...........3 90
.......................
2 50
and's neighbors, but they are all certain

finest line of

and oottof Trott

to

place on the market, beginning February 28, the Agriculturalcollege
•ands in Cheboygan, Antrim, Missaukee, (Xsego, Charlevoix and Kalkaskt
counties.A larger cash payment will
be required, to stop the practice of
stripping the land after a small payment drwn and then abandoning it.

Otto A.

Spring Goods!

CURED

CURED. NO RISK

SNYDER

Huron

EMISSIONS

, fcy We treat and cun Varicocele, Emission c, Nervous Debility, Km**,
j Weakness, Gleet, Stricture,Syphilis, Unnatural Discharges, Setf Al
\* Kidney and Bladder Diseases.

Works,

been taken. The board decided

IMPOTENCY
VARICOCELE

I

ing ___

sessions by the supreme lodge was
made by.the
Chicago Capitalint* Will ManufactureIt also advocated, both ns a measure of
economy and as a mean° of lessening Oliver Chilled Plow
at Hault Ste. Marie.
Lansing. Feb. 11. — Chicago capdal- the amount of legislationenacted. The
SOUTH BEND, IND.
ists have organized the Michigan recommendation relativeto the admisLiquefyingcompany and the Michigan sion of women was indorsed unaniCarbine company, each capitalized mously, the balance being in the hands
at $1,000,0C0. for the purpose of manu- of a committee.
facturingacetylene gas in this stele.
PROF.
IS CHOSEN.
A plant will be established at Sault Ste.
Marie, so as to take advantage of the Elected Pre*ldent of the Michigan Agrlcultural College.
magnificentwater power at that place.
The parent company will also establish
Grand Rapids, Feb. 12.— The agricui
a plant at Niagara. Lime, coke and turnl college board Tuesday afternoon
Among them are the Nos. 98 and 99,
electricityare used fo produce a poi fa- elected Prof. J. L. Snyder, of Alle
Wood
and Steel Beam Plows, fitted with
ble substance which gives off the gas gheny, Pa., to t>e president of the col
under certain conditions, readily pro- lege, to succeed President Gorton. non-breakable steel standards. Also
duced, and which can bo shipped di- 1 he election was made on the first the celebrated No. 40 and similar patterns.
Look out for imiutions and
rectly to the consumer.
formal ballot by a vote of six to one.
?fter two or three informal ballotshad Buy Only Of The Regular OLIVER Ageats.
Want l.ower Rate*.

Grand Rapids, Feb. 11.— At u recent
It la an extract made from the Juice of convention of fruit growers associathe ant of the Sacred Kola tree of tions in this city a committee was apeath Africa. Used by the Kafflra and pointed to compile statisticsof the
Ealao la their tribes for many gener- fruit shipmentsInst season. The comations aa a positivecare for all nerv- mittee will report that the shipments
one diseases in man or women, from aggregated 4,575 cars of 400 bushels
any eanse; dyspepsia; constipation; each, and will recommend that a comkidney and bladder ailments, and dismittee be sent to New York personally
eased liver. It cures rheumatism*and
to present argument* for more favorableed affections. We are the sole agents
for the United States for this wonderfulex- ble freight rates to points beyond Buftract. Aa n guaranty we re tarn the falo and Uittsburgh. Letters to the
price paid to the person having used one- traffic managers setting forth the facts
third bottle and not being benefited thereby.
and c laims seem to receive little or no
Price 91.00, enough fbra fall month’s attention.
treatment, and In ordinary eases
Monny for the Pottawatomie*.
eaough for a care. Ask for It at druggists,
Decatur, Mich., Feb. 10.— Chief Poor order from us direct; vye pay all charges.
kagon, of the Pottawatomie Indians,
who are domiciled in southwestern
Michigan, has received notice from
Washington that the claim of the Port

FERRY, GRAB. FERRY. •{

X

Are The Best On Earth.

Ranters Bros

MEN

R P0|| I T of Ignomncoand folly in youth, overoxertlonof mind and body I
I II L
ll LO U L I m! by lost and expoeare aro constantly wrecking the lives and L_
happiness of thousand* of promising young men. Home fade and wither at an early
it the blossom of manhood, while outer* nro forced to drag out a weary, fruitless
melancholy existence. Others reach matrimonybut find no solaoeor comfort thsra.
gkVictiraBaro found in all Rtationaofiifc: The form, tho oflic?, the workshop,the pi
J|the trades and the professions.
_

the Fourth district, so long represented

by Senator Burrows.
Appointment Kent to the Senate and
Promptlyt ontlrilied.
KNIGHTS OF HONOR.
Washington, iD. C. Feb. 11. — The
hTcry I.od up In the StutP Keprp*entp(!nt
president sent to the senate Tuesday
ttip lilennlnl Convention.
the nomination of Edwin F. Uhl, of
Lansing, Feb. 12. -Every subordiMichigan, now assistant Secretaryof
nate lodge in the state is represented at
state, to be ambassador extraordinary
the sixth biennial session of the Michand ministerplenipotentiaryof the
igan grand lodge of Knights of Honor
L nited States to Germany. The senate
in session here. The reports submitttd
in executive sessionconfirmed the nom
show that the order has scarcely held
iuation. Mr. Uhl was appointed assistits own in the state during the last two
ant secretary of state November 1, 189.‘i
years, the losses lining trifling, however.
lie is best known as the author of the
Sixty-four death benefits, aggregating
dispatch to Spain calling upon .that
$100,000, have been paid in Michigan
country in a peremptory manner to
during the last two years.
account for the firing on the AUinnet
In his annual address the grand dieby the gunboat Conde de Vennditooff
tator, E. A. Fletcher, of Grand Rapids,
Cape Mayst, on the coast of Cuba.
recommendedthat the supreme lodgo
Grand Rapids, Feb. 11.— The common
be asked <o make mportant changes
council Monday night adopted a resoluIn the constitution. One of these was
tion congratulating Edwin F. Uhl upon
the admission of women to memberhis appointment and prompt confirma

YOU
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LATER EXCESSES IM MANHOOD

VITALITY.
a

Made
Day.

lit

ell
ISthDay.

THE one AT 80th

of

Man

Me*

FRENCH REMEDY,
Producesthe above resultsIn ja LAYS. It acts
powerfully and quickly. Cures when all athen
fail. Young men and old men will recover their
youthful vigor by using REVIVO. It quickly
gad surely restoresfrom effects of self-abtMor
excess and indiscretionsLost Manhood, Lost
Vitality,Impotency,Nightly Emissions, Lost
Power of either sex. Faffing Memory, Wasting
Diseases, Insomnia, Nervousness, which wpfifr
one for study, business or marriage.It not only
cures by starting at the seat of disease,but

ha

Great Nerve Toole and Blood-Builder
aud restores both vitalityand strength to the
muscular and nervous system, bringing back
the pink glow to pale cheeks and restoringtha
Ore of youth. It wards off Insanity and
sumption.Accept no substitute.Insist on baw>
Ing REVIVO, no other. It can be carriedIn vest
pocket. By mail, $1.00 per package, h» pish
wrapper, or six lor Ig.oo, with a positivewritten guarantee to cure or refund tha money la

Cw

fcry package. For

Iree circular

m

address

ROYAL MEDICINE CO., CHICAGO, IU,

.........

Martin k Huizinga.

Si

Holland City News.
SATURDAY.
Q.

Feb.

VAN SCHELVEN,

It.

Editor.

The American ProtectiveAssocia
tlon, a secret political society,general

At the Lincoln banquet of the Mar-

quette Club, Chicago, Wednesday
evening, U. S. Senator Thurston of
Nebraska, closed his address with the
following peroration:“Mr. Toastmaster. when the Republican party
conies back to power it should be un-

ADVANCE SALE

man whose
name would be recognized as an

der the leadership of that

of^—

^

termed the “A. P. A.,” at their re- American platform in itself. This is
•ent annual session in Rochester ha> no year for dark horses, compromise
demanded as the consideration for its candidates, or favorite sons. The Rewpport of any nominee of any party publican masses have one name enfor president that the platform of the shrined in their hearts; one name
ational convention of that party shall ready to burst forth hallelujahfrom
reaffirm the principle of the total sep- their lips; one name which means
aration of church and state, the re- more than any other name upon the
atriction of immigration, and the re- great issue of protection; one name
farm of the laws regardingcitizenship which is attached to the most perfect
and the right of franchise. It will de- protective tariff law ever enacted by
mand, too, that such party shall reaf- the congress of the United States; one
Irm its faith in the American public name which is already fashioned to
school system as the basis of liberty every Republican campaign song; one,
and prosperity.The allied associa- name which strikes as great terror in
tions make claim to a membership re- the Democratichosts as does the
During next week of Feb. 17.
presenting more than one-fourth of word of God in the hosts of sin; one
We h&vc juBt received an eleRant line of SPRING DRESS GOODS,
the Toting population of the United name which stands for everything
and In order tn give you an early cboice we filial!make an advance sale of
States, and assert that they hold ab- that is honorable and splendid in
Drees Goods ull next week.
solutely the balance of power, and American achievements; one name
The finest line tf Dress Goods ever brought
that it is in their power to elect or de- which toils the story of loyaltyand deto Holland.
feat any presidential nominee.
votion on American battlefieldsto the
and Abednego, you dunce; skip them,
Michigan Harbors.
Union and the flag: one name which
Reinonibor wo do not nab you to buy. list you will confer a favor
The people of Ludington in their ef- and go along.’ And the boy read along
upon ub by coming In to Inspectour lino, we are not afraid to show goodA.
After a delay of a few days, conse- 'the Republican party can afford to
very smoothly for a page, and then all
forts to secure a good appropriation
Should yon find x pattern you like nnd are not prepared to pay for It nt
quent upon obtaining the desire cl in- add to hose of its great Presidents,
once, you can pick out your pattern,make a payment on it and we will
at once broke out crying. ‘What’s the
for the improvement of their harbor
hold it for you till paid for.
formation from Perl in whether the Lincoln. Grant and Garfield:one name
matter?’ said the teacher, and the boy
are enlisting the e»-operation of their
appointee would be acceptable to the which will lie presented at the St.
blubberedout: ‘Here comes them inChamelron Mohairs the
neighbors, and have secured memoriBeautiful all wool cov
latest roocIb out. sale
German court, President Cleveland Louis conventionby no polit ical comfernal
three
fellers agin.”’
eltltB Bale price, yd.
als from the hoards of trade of Saginprice, yd.
•n Monday sent to the Senate the bination, nor as tiie result of any i>oaw. and Bay City, the lumber associaFancy
Mozambique*
New Persian A Pros
lomination of Edwin F. Uhl. of Grand litical manipulation: one name that
Murder Cases Prove Fatal.
silk A wool mlx’te
tion of Saginaw, board of trade of Milden designs, sale price
Sale price, yd
lapids, as ambassador to Germany. will thrill with the spontaneityof the
With reference to the fate of the
waukee, business men’s association in
In a little more than an hour after it universal popular demand; one name
Milwaukee, snippers’associationof men that were indicted and tried for
was received it was also confirmed, that I hope and believe will be borne Milwaukee, lake carriers’ association the murder of Dr. Cronin of Chicago,
Get yonr pick now while the assortment is com plot*, in the better
the nomination not having been form- by the next President of the United
grades we show only one patternof a kind. You will not see such a line
of Milwaukee, board of trade at Man- a few vearsago,it has been observed
later
In
the «eason.We’ll be glad to see you wbethsr you buy or not.
ally referred to the committee on States— the name of our distinguished
itowoc, hoard of trade at St. Paul, that Beggs, the lawyer, died in terrible
foreign affairs, to which under ordin- guest, the great American, William
board of trade of Minneapolis, letters agony, his bedside guarded so that his
ary circumstancesit would have been McKinley of Ohio.”
from the Wisconsin Central R. R. Co. ravings should not become public
aent. This course Is very exceptional,
and others, all In the aid of their har- property. Patrick Sullivan,the ice
and in the highest degree complimen- Saturday,in the superior court of
man, and Martin Burke, the laborer,
bor.
tary to Mr. Uhl, it being the rule of Grand Rapids, suit was commenced by
passed
to another world from within
Congressman Smith has arranged
the senate to confirm,without refer- N. F. Marshall against G. E. Merritt
the walls of Joliet prison, their lips
for a hearing of the Grand River imance, only cabinet officers and such as and E. E. Bassett and a capias issued
provement matter before the House sealed to the last, save to their father
are holding or bavecheld seats in the for their arrest. The defendantshave
confessors, while Patrick Cooney, “the
The appointmentis every- been proprietors and editors of a sen- river and harbor committee' oa Feb. fox," and Woodruff, alias Black, the
28, when a delegationfrom the Grand
where hailed with enthusiasticap- sational weekly sheet, printed on pink
N. B Have yon teen tbs latest In Gilt and Tinsel Belts?
horsetblef, both of whom succeeded
the only criticismthat we paper and principally devoted to news Rapids board of trade will be there to
in escaping directly after the tragedy,
present the merits of the scheme.
BSo.; hive seen being in the N. Y. Times, of a scandalous character and events
What the board of trade wants is an are believed to have since died, the
l mugwump organ: whether in view in the shady circles of society.The
appropriationof $670,000 for the dredg- first in Ireland, and the second in Can•f Mr. Uhl’sexceptional qualifications plaintiff alleges that he gave them his
ada. Four of the jurors, eight witneswould not be of more value to the note for S15 to keep a certain article ing and improvement of the river in
order to open navigation between ses of the state and twelve of those for
•ountry as assistant secretary of state out of the paper. But they published
Grand Rapids and Grand Haven. The the defense, are likewiseno more on
ta Washington than in Berlin.
the articleJust the same. When the
amount of $670,000 will be the total of earth.
sheriff went to serve the warrant It
Tljjs record is believed to have no
the appropriationdesired, while $150,five days’ session of the Far- was found that the defendants sold
000 is wanted for the first year- If the parallel except in the case of theTichand
You will if you
mers Institute was held in South Ha- their sheet to ex-policeclerk Bedell,
borne claimant. Every member of the
get your meat
Ten last week, and it is a pleasure to who recently resigned his office under committee fail in getting an approjury that convicted this unfortunate
at
De Kostir.
read an account of the proceedings Are, and they cannot be found. Com- priation for carrying on the work,
R_.
plans will be devised for the underta- individual died a violent death. The And get the finest in Holland and as much for $1 as $2 buys anywhere else.
Ef."
snd the discussion of the various top- plaint has also been made to the govking of the work without government lord thief Justice who passed the senics that are of such vital interest to ernment to have the paper suppressed.
tence died soured and heart-broken
tinners and fruit growers. From all This is the same sheet that created a assistance, and congress will be agaip,
from family and other difficulties that
Two Small Houses onl2th street lor
petitioned after it is finished
There has been some inquiry and
reports the meetfhg has been the most stir on our streets Saturday,its issue
sale on easy terms.
trailed
his
proud
dignity
in
the
dust.
Kg
dispute as to the law in regard to
RepresentativeThomas was given a
inccessful gathering in southwestern of that date containing scurrilous
Also one acre of land in 5th ward.
Sergt. Ballantyne. the world-famous spearing fish in the lakes and streams
Mlcblganjformany years, and the at- references to several residents of this hearing Tuesday by the committee in
Apply to
lawyer who was engaged in the case, of the state. In the act passed by the
G. A. Stevenson,
tendance was increased by fruitgrow- city, the names of which are among the interest of appropriationsneeded
8th st. Holland.
died
a
pauper.
.Dr.
Kenealy,
chief
last
legislature
the
word
“streams"
is
ers from many parts of the lake shore the most respected women of our city. for his district. The engineers recounsel for the defense, was disbarred left out of the tittle of the bill, which
commended
$105,000
for
St.
Joseph
peach belt. The fact is, that the fruit An altercation as to authorshipof the
Three Plush and Two Fur Capes, at
for his effortsin behalf of his clients reads: “An act to prevent unlawful
industry along the east shore of Lake article in question led to an assault harbor, $40,000 for Saugatuck,and
and died penniless and brokenhearted, fishing in the inland lakes of Michi- 50 c. on the Dollar, at
$50,000
for
South
Haven,
but
the
sboMichigan has become of far greater and battery case before Justice KolM. Notier.
importance than the raising of wheat len, In which Guy Bradford was fined retary of the treasury cut the flgdrfes f^blle Dr. McMahon, another of the gan." The word “streams” occurs In
In his estimatesto congress to $30,000 counsel in the case, had his head the body of the bill, however, which
and other cereal crops, hence much of five dollars and costs.
For upwards of two years the pubfor St. Joseph, and $10,000 each for blown off while on a hunting trip in reads as follows: “It shall not be law- lishers of McClure’s Magazine have
thetime of the institute was devoted
Ireland a few years after the trial.
ful for any person to take, catch or been quietly gathering material and
Saugatuck and South Haven.
to that subject. Among others T. T.
In Fairfieldcounty, Ohio, the other
life of General
kill any fish in any of the inland lakes pictures for. a new lii
Lyon made an exhaustivereport of day, they had an experiment of catch- Dr. Thomas argued that the need
Grant. They believe that they have
' Y. M. C. A. Notes.
and
streams
in
this
state,
etc.”
It
Hie results at the state experiment ing thieves with bloodhounds.Two of the three harbors demanded at
i least
least
made a larger collection of portraits
The state Y. M. C. A. convention has been claimed by several that be- of Grant (many of them rare) and othstation near South Haven where many
$100,000
for
St.
Joseph,
$105,000
for
burglars had broken Into a general
will be held in Kalamazoo next week. cause the word “streams” was left out er pictures relating to his life, than
foreign and domestic trees and plants
store at Stoutsvllle.A number of ar- Saugatuck, and $40,000 for South tiahas ever been made before. This biare tested as to their adaptabilityfor ticles were taken and no clew to the ven. He also pleaded for $5,000; for Whether or not the local association of the tittle that the law did not apography will bring out the real Grant
the soil and climate of Michigan. The robbers was apparent. Bloodhounds the improvement of Saugatuck river, here will send delegates is to be de- ply to streams. A letter from the in the same vivid, thorough, and inquestion of good roads was also fully were sent from Clrclevilleto aid in the $1,000 for St. Joe river, between Ber- cided at the annual meeting this (Fri- state game and fish warden, Obas. S. teresting manner as Lincoln is preOsborn, states that the law does ap- sented In the “Life" now running in
day) evening.
Giscussed, and the consensus of opinquest. The dogs were recently re- rien Springs and St. Joseph, ifiA for
McClure’s. They have been fortunion was that good roads must be had, ceived from Anderson, Ind., and are a survey to be made of Saugatuck
Owing to the social and annual ply to streams, and that no person has ate in securing tbs co-operationof
a
right
to
spear
fish
In
any
of
the
riveven at expense of higher taxes. Con- consideredthe finest of their kind. river from Saugatuck to New Rich- meeting this week lessons at the Y.
Col. F. D. Grant, who has most of his
fathers paper's.
siderable time was likewise given to They were taken to the store, given mond.
M. C. A. evening school were sus- ers and creeks of this state.
the public school question. Such the scent, and turnfd loose.’ In a
pended.
The
work
will
be
resumed
As the order seems to have gone out
Personal Mention.
Saturday afternoon and evening—
gatherings are a source of develop- little while they were circling around for a small river and harbor bill at this Monday evening.
k;
Shirt
Sale— 50 to 65c. shirts for 43 c.,
ment, materially and intellectually,to the residence of John Johnson, a resi- session,by reason of the depleted conWm. Van Schelven of Kalamazoo, a
The social will lx? a regular feature
Lokkeb & Rutgers.
ti'
the people of any locality ih which dent of Stoutsvllle, who had never dition of the treasury,every harbor of the Y. M. C. A. after this.
former Holland boy, was here the past
they are held.
week,
attending
the
funeral
of
his
Hundreds of precious little ones
been suspectedof being a crook. The is likely to be put off with much sa
Mapy young men and boys have
grandfather,I). Van Leenen.
owe
their lives to Dr. Thomas’ Ecdogs could not be driven awa? and than they need and ought to bavev
joined the association this week, and
lectric Oil, the sovereign cure for
The term “socialism” does not at when Johnson appeared in reply to
1«
more are wanted. Boys, bring in
Mrs. H. Van der Haar is vlilting croup and all other throat or lung
all times, in all countries,and with all
the request of the officers the beasts Lincoln — Sumner — Wadd
your friends and have them enrolled her son Dick. In Grand Haven.
diseases.
Rations convey one and the same'lHea
*
Wanted to tear him limb from limb.
as members.
Miss Lillie Flleman of Grand Rapor pirinciple;hence it is different to
Wine For tie CtManion Table.
He protested his Innocence and the
It was ill the early part of the war,
A
stranger, Geo. Williams,acted as ids. spent Sunday with her parents,
defln
ne. In general however socialism
posse was about to leave his place in and the three great abolition leaders chief cook and kitchen manager at
Speer,
s unfermented grape juice
Aid. and Mrs. J. W. Flieman.
Is a new theory in society, opposed to
perserved absolutelypure as it runs
spite of the protests of the dogs, who above named, extremists in their
the Y. M. C. A. social oh Lincoln
Mr. and Mrs. Hobson of Toledo, O., fr<
the older and greater theory of indirom the
’
press without cooking or the
barked and howled dismally and re- views, began to urge PresldenLlrfcdln evening. He is a young man who
formerly - of Holland, made their addition of spirits or any substanceIn
vidualism. Socialism denies, in the
fused to leave, when one of the officers to issue his proclamation to abolish came to us well recommended,and is
friends a very pleasant visit this week. any form whatever.It Is preserved
•ret place, that competitionis a benwent Into the cellar of Johnson’s slavery, while he In his own mind did looking for some kind of work. He
by precipitatingand extractingthe
evolent influence,and that if left to
Miss Minnie Kramer is spending a ferment or yeast principal biC fumigabouse and found a shotgun, revolver, not consider the proper time to do so will work for board and lodging at
Itself, without the restrictions of
week with friends and relatives in tion and electricity.
razors and cutlery, groceries, clothing, had come. Mr. Lincoln was slow In first. Who will help him?
fovernment, it (socialism) will solve
Grand
Rapids.
etc., all of which was recognized by making up his mind. While the matPure blood a good digestion are an
It is hard telling who were pleased
all the problems of society fairly and
Nate
Kenyon and C. ’B. Loomis, insurance against disease and sufferthe proprietors of the plundered store. ter was still under consideration, a
most
at
the
Lincoln
social,
the
Y.
W.’s
advantageously and bring the race to
both of Grand Ledge, spent Sunday ing. Burdock Blood Bitters keeps the
Johnson then confessed robbing the friend whom we will call Mr. Jones
or the Y. M.’s. All enjoyed themthe highest state of development poswith theirold friend, landlord Hillings blood pure, the digestion perfect.
place and was taken to jail. The e\;ent went to see the President at the White
selves.
W'
sible to
Socialism claims,
of the City Hotel.
created great excitement in the neigh- House, just as Senator Sumner was
When a person begins to grow thin
broadly, that competitionis the
borhood and the bloodhounds are leaving. Mr. Lincoln said:
Joe Sluyter and wife of Grand Rap- there is something wrong. The waste
The next regular meeting of the
eource of all ills, injustice and oppresis greater than the supply and It is
voted the king|beethieftakers of that
“Jones, did you meet Sumner out South Ottawa Teachers Association ids have been spendidg a portion of
sion In society, and hence claims that
only a questipnof time when the end
section.
Ku.
the
week
with
friends
in
Holland.
there at the door?”
most come.
will be held in this city, In the High
it should be effaced by the governIn mine cases out of ten the trouble
“Yes.
sir."
Mrs.
John
Nles
Is spending the week
School
room,
on
Saturday,
Feb.
22,
ment, which, absorbing all competiThe “Love Feast" of the Grand “Well, the Senator comes hera once
is with the digestiveorgans. If you
in Saugatuck, visiting her daughter,
if;
commencing
at
10
o’clock
a.
m.
The
tion, would place all on an equal footcan restore tbemto a healthy condition
Rapids Lincoln Club at Sweets Hotel a day. There are three of them, who
Mrs. F. Wade.
program Is as follows:
ing and put each man in a position to
you will stop the waste, put on new
Wednesday evening, was a grand af- have entered into a combinationto
flesh and cause them to feel better in
Muilo— Our Flag.
make the best of the opportunitiesof
fair, and brought out a representative compel me to issue a proclamation
every way. The food they eat will be
Prayer.
life. American economists assert
digested and appropriated to the need
gathering of Republicans of western emancipating the slaves. They want Recitation—Geo. E. Cook
Champion of England.
that politicalliberty is the sum of all
of committees, etc.
Michigan. The first speaker on the it done now, whether J think the time Bnslness-Reporta
The office of champion of England of the system, and a normal appetite
liberty, and that with th^ ballot every
waa instituted in the reign of Richard will appear.
program was Mayor Diekema of this has come or not. Ben Wade comes Muitc-Monnt Vernon Bells.
Consumption frequently follows a
man is the architectof his own forPuper-What Characteristics of Washington II. On the sovereign’s coronation^ay
city, who responded to the toast ‘lAb- early In the morning, Sumner comes
wasting or bodily tissue because nearShould
a
Teacher
have?
tune and is alone responsible for his
he rode np to Westminster hall on a ly all consumptive have indigestion.
raham Lincoln." Other addresses were at noon, and Thad Stevens comes at
Miss AllieB. Everhard, Zeeland.
~
own success or failure. Socialism dewhite horse, proclaimedthe title of the
he Shaker Digestive Cordial will remade by Washington Gardner, Perry night. I’vegotsoldreadthesfghtof
Paul R. OoHtar. Holland.
new
monarch, and, throwing down a store the -stomach to a healthy connies this, saying that the possession
F. Powers, Grant Fellows and Mar- them. Every time I lay eyes on one Mnslc— Red, White and Blue.
gauntlet or iron glove, challenged any dition In a majorityof cases. Get one
of industrial property is an essential
cus P.tllisky.oPresidentialprefer- of them I think about the boy who Paper-EducationIn the time of Washington. who dared to dispute his right to the of their books from your druggist and
Snp't McLean.
part of the citizen’s inheritance,and
ances cropped out occasionally, with was put to reading the Bible at school
learn about this new and valuable
throne to single combat.
Frio. Gogahall.
' this, added to political rights, is neremedy.
McKinley in cthe lead. No doubt and got stupid when he came to the M usic-Bat tie Cry of Freedom
cessary before a man can be held perMichigan will be classifiedas a Mc- name of the men who walked through Paper-Methods of ObservingWashington’s
Proposals Received.
sonally responsible for his success or
When the children need Castor Oil,
Kinley state.
Birthday.
the fiery furnace. He read along glib. failure in life.
give them Laxol,— it is palatable.
On
a
new
residence,
Ninth
street.
Marola Masterman.
ly enough until he came to those
—
Plans will be at my store, River street,
Franda O. Poet
In the Muskegon circuit WednesHives arc not dangerous to life, but
names;
then he halted The teacher
on and after Wednesday, Feb. 12, and
The pupil:
pupils of room No. 3, Maple day five boys were Sentenced to the
Mualc-Am rlc*.
ley are a prolific breedi
ierof misery
bids will be received up to 8:80 o’clock,
•!
He
J B.Ntikbk,
.. atreet
street school,
schoo remembered those of Ionia House of Correction, the aggre- scolded him, but
p. m., Feb. 25. I resarve the right to and profahlty.Doan’s Ointment gives
trounced
him,
an*
*
K«TH OoBUHN.
numhe who are ill at home, b> gate of their sentences footing up 17
instant relief, even in the worst cases
their number
reject any or all bids.
• Aims Edith K imp to it,
not get out tin’
.....
of this and other exasperating diseases
Jas. A. Brouwer.
fending
sending eact
each a valentine.
years.
Committee. 3— iw.
teacher shouted: J-.ii . . NWliak
of the skin.
ly
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Our Prices for First-classWatch Work
and the bastof Material

warranted.

Valentine Day,

to day,

Friday.

Workman leaves Tuesday with
excursion to Washington,via St.

R. E.
an

Paul.
CltABiig.

.

.

.

.$1.00

Electrician Fairfield has placed two
lain Spring. . 1.00
Hole Jewels.. 1.00
Cap

Jewels, 50c, $1

DallaneeStalft...;
$1.50 to $2.50
......
$1 to $1.50

Other Stans

WHISKERS UNDER HIS VES^
How

pondages to Advantags.

Attorneys.

words, can one make any money by
wearing them long?” said a young man

additionalarc lights on the streets
Call. "Upon the
this week.

first thought and per-

\I1U\KMa, G.J., Attorney at Law, Collection*

R™kty

iVI

Jl

lltt®nd®d t0‘ 0®00' 0?®r First

**• ff-* Attorney.Real Eiteteand
Insurance.Office. McBriilo1*Block.

Block

at Vandersluls’ dry goods store, all of

lowing case of an old artist

will

E,t*to*UCColle0lU,n‘' 0ffloe’IWb

show.

Chas. Seligman, the Grand Haven
cigar manufacturer, was in the city

Wednesday.

f

State

F^DT,.JA®“A*toruey and Coamellorat Jaw.

Advance sale of spring dress goods
next week.

business directory

On* Hon Employs HU Hlnoto

> , Banks.
ntIRST STATE BANK. Commercialand Savor m
I- Cappon.PrOaldent. Germ
W. Mokma, C&*hter.Capital Stock *50.000.

Uif*8

noted for his superior work in portrait*,
is conspicuousfor the quantity of hair tIOLL AND CITY STATE BANK. Commercial
reported at which sprouts from his chin,
and Saving* Dep’t. D. B. K. Van Raalte,
rris.O. Vemhure, Oath. Capital atock *50,000.

WaUhOUn.

Bear tracks have been
wont at equally low pri- Highland Park, Grand Haven’s sum- gentleman, it is said, has won many a
Gleason’s Jewelry Store. mer resort.
wager on his beard, which is of aucb
Boots and Shoes.
Old Bank Building, 8th St.
The Carriage and Bending Works
it underneathhis vest. No one ever sees IT EROLD M., Dealer In Boot* and Shoe*, auo11 oosfior to E. Retold & Oo.
have turned out some manufactured
the hirsute growth, except when he exADDITIONAL LOCALS.
stock already.
hibits it to settle a bet. To saunter
Clothing;.
Lent begins next Wednesday.
At the new School Seating factory into, a saloon and get into conTersaflon
with some of the customers there has
they are at work placing the boilers
DOBMAN BROTHERS. Merchant Tailorsand
The first flock of robins was seen
Dealer* in Ready Made. Gent’s Farnl*band engines.
ing Goods a Specialty.
so he hns an object. He frequently
Friday morning, across the bridge.

And

all other

ces.

U

J. A. Brouwer is ready to receive
Dry Goods and Groceries.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Van
proposals
for his new residenceon with some other fellow who has a fairDyke, north of the lake, on Friday
ly long beard ns to whose is the longest, JiOOT A KRAMER, Dealer* in Dry Good*, NoNinth street. See notice.'
morning— a son,
and it is seldom that he loses a wager Stoeat ** Uroocrl08'
Eighth
Towns
on the C. & W. M. north of uf this kind, for his whiskers extend
Rey. Wm. Van Antwerp spent

Born, to

Flour'

Wednesday in Allegan, at
of the Episcopal clergy.

a-

meeting TraverseCity complain this winter of
the lack of train and postal service.

to the

bottom of

his waistcoat."

MUSIC HATH STRENGTH.

Rev. Dr. and Mrs. W. Van Antwerp Piano Playen Are Heary Weight* on the
The officers of Eagle Hose Co. No.
Irory Key*.
have
taken rooms and board at the
1. elected for the ensuing year are:
It
requires
more force to sound a
Foreman, Dave Blom: ass’t. Dick residence of Geo. W. Browning, on note gently on the piano than to lift
Thirteenth street.
Hansen: sec'y, J. Dyke; treas.-I.Dykthe lid of u kettle. A German comstra.
M. G. Wanting has been re-elected poser has figured that minimum prespresident of the Holland Hod and Gun sure of the finger playing pianDrs. O.E. Yates, H. Kremers, B.
Club, with Henry Kiekintveld vice issimo is equal to 110 grams— a quarter
B. Godfrey,F. J. Schouten, and D. G.
of a pound. Few kettle lids weigh
Cook of this city attended the quar- president,and Arthur Badmgartel more than two ounces. At time* a
terly raeetinir of the Grand River secretary.
force of aix pounds is thrown upon a
Valley Medical Society at Fennville,
C. Blom Jr., of the Boston bakery single key to produce a solitaryeffect.
Tuesday.
received a new deliverywagon Irom With chords the force is generally
Muskegon Thursday, which will be spread over the various notea sounded
Word has been received from L. Van
put on the street as soon as the season simultaneously, though a greater outPutten, who last week submitted to
put of force is undoubtedly expended.
admits.
Thia Is what gives pianiats the wonderanother surgical operation at Detroit,
J. Wise leaves for Chicago to-mor- ful strength in their fingers so often
that he is improving nicely. Upon
commented on.
the advice of the doctors he will re- row to purchase another invoice of
A story used to be told 6f Paderewski
spring
goods
for
the
Bee
Hive.
Keep
main there a few days longer before
that he could crack a pane of plate
your eyes open for his announcement
coming home.
glasa half an inch thick merely by placing one hand upon it, as if upon a piano
keyboard,and striking it sharply with
its middle finger. Chopin’e last study
in C minor has a passage which takes
two minutes and five seconds to play.
The total pressure brought to bear on
thia, it is estimated, is equal to three
he was given a cordial welcome.
Mat Sowersby, a farm hand, living lull tons. Tbiaaverage "tonnage”of an
hour’s piano playing of Chopin's music
©n Tuesday Dr. O. E. Yates re- four miles south of Allegan, has dis varies from 12 to 84 tons.
ceived
telegraphic summons appeared and Is supposed to have perin next week’s

News.

Dr. J. M. McCracken of Detroit,
dropped in unexpectedlyon Thursday Thursday morning E. I. Van Os
night, to attend IheKriights of Pythias trand’s drug store at Allegan burned
ball and banquet. Although he ar- out. Loss 15,000, insured for $4,000
rived a little too latw to take in the S. D. Pond’s jewelry store adjoining
opening numbers of the programme was damaged about $200.

a

A TOAD BAROMETER.
from Saugatuck to assist Dr. Graves ished in the snow. He was subject to
attacks
of
epilepsy.
Of Grand Rapids in a surgicaloperaTks Cveatsre,In Ite Own Wny, PmSIoC*
Rain snd Shinn.
Km Capt.
tion upon
Capt. Robert Reed. The
Rev. W. A. Reardslee of Saranac

WAN

PUTTEN, G. & SONS, General Dealersln
Dry Goods, Groceries,Crockery. Hats, and
Caps, Flour,Produce, etc. River Street.

»

Drugs and Medicines.
O.. Dealer In Drugs and Modiclues. Paint* and Oils. Toilet Article*, Imported a lid Domestic Cigars. F.lghthStreet.
|

'VOKSHCHG. J

is

YU ALSU. HKRER. Druggist
a full stock of

oaslness City Drug

and Pharmacist
goods appertaining to the
Store, Eighth Street.
;

Hardware.
WAN

OOBT. J. B. General Hardware and
"bryea. Repairing promptly attended to.

Eighth Street.

Manufactories, Shops, Etc.

One Year

LMjIEMAN, J., Wagon and Carriage Manufactery and Blacksmithand Kopair Shop.
Dealer in AgriculturalImplement*.River 8t.

*

T 1 UNTLKY. A.. Practical Machinist, Mill and
l-l Engine Repairs a specialty Shop on .Bov•nth street, near River.

for

Meat Markets.
rvE
I

J

KRAKER&DE
kind* of

If OSTKR, Dealer* In all
Frach and Salt Meat*. Market on

Blver Btre*t.

8*u

WILV ^AN DER VEKRE.
(eijhWtt£rh ",i

-t

RD

«“

Painters.

0^5

»

Dealer In all kind*

”

^ f Hoa,e* Carriage, and Sign
and ornumuntaipaper bang00 Seventh Bt., nearB

Plain

re,’<**no®'

Physicians.
RE.MER8, H., Physician and Surgeon. Beal-

I£

oaptaln was suffering from appendicit-

Lake, N. Y., made his parents Prof,
and the operation was successfully and Mrs. J. W. Beardlee.an unexpected
living barometer in a conservatory,ft
performed.
visit Wednesday evening. He expects Plainfield,N. J. The indicator
Mayor Pingree of Detroit has in a to be with them about ten days.
toad, whose apartment is so arranged
formal manner allowed his candidacy
L. C. Bradford has accepted a posirtysieiu, StrgMD ind ElwtrieiaD.
for the Republicannomination of tion with the Grand Haven Match Co., that the slightestchange in the density
of the air is foretold with wondeifui Office and rooms over Alberti Block.
governor to be announced. His Honor and will assume his duties on Monday.
accuracy. The toad was caught at FeltOffice Hours:— 10 to 11 a. m., 2 to 3
anticipateshis support largely from He will solicit trade directly Horn the
ville a few months ago, and Mre. Liseigand 7 to 8 p. m. Suuday 2 to 4 p. m.
the rank and file of the people more
For Saleretailersin opposition to the match nolo placed the little reptile in a large
Zeeland aP Bob8 8old
De Kniit,
than from the men that are generally trust which handles its goods only
I have for sale a medium sized house
influentialin manipulating nominajar
about
two-thirds
full
of
water
is
and lot on Thirteenth Str., adjacent
through the jobbers.
to Seminary. Price, $875. Also a de- Boba Krul*’ Zee^aD(^»Will Belknap
tion.
The Ladies Singing Club will meet
sirable lot on East Tenth Str.
IS
H. De Kruif, Jr., of Zeeland, the as usual next Thursday evening, at ally, never moving a muscle except
P. A. Latta, Att'y. 3w
A quarter will buy 10 pound* of
well known dealer in agricultural imDouglas & Stewarts rolled oats of Q,
when a change in the weather ia to oe7:30 o’clock. Owing to the small at
Try M. Notlcr’a 10c. Coffee. It’s a Van Putten.
plements,has decided to establish a tendance this week, the business meet cur. When the earth is dry and the At the new
good one.
salesroomand office in this city, to be ing was postponed. It is hoped that skies clear, the toad squats contentedran in connectionwith the one he has all members will show their interest ly upon the topmost rung of the ladder. Just os soon as storm apin Zeeland. He is negotiating fora
by prompt attendance at next week’s proaches,and many hours before it
desirable location and warerooms, and
lew Line if Jewelry.
meeting.
can be seen or felt in New Jersey, the
Whes Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
it is rumored that he may select
1 have returned to Mrs. J. H. Raven
tree toad begins to descend in the lad- Good and Substantial meals When she was a Child, she cried for Outoria.
Thursday evening the spacious parthe corner of River and Seventh
the old Raven stock of Jewelry and
der step by step. The nearer the storm always.
lunches at When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
lors
of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Beach
streets.
P„D.ew 8tock of standard good*
When sht had Children, she gave them Castoria.
were filled by a large and cultured close approach of the stormy weather reasonable prices.
*D9Pec*'*0D»
a8uar*
Frank Williams, one of the remain- company to listen to the musicale
i! sits half submergedin the water.
I
promise
to
have
nothing
more
to
ing members of the Pottowattamie
fuderlUar Bldg., Eighth Streetgiven by Prof. II. C. Post and pupils, The little fellow has been christened
do with auction stocks.
• tribe of Indians, and who resides at
Soliciting a share of your patronaga
assisted by Prof. j. B. Nykerk and "Mr. Dunn, of Plainfield."
Hamilton, was in the city Thursday.
Respt’y Yours,
Saturday afternoon and evening—
Miss Grace Yates. The pupils showed
Not SB mult.
Upon his return home in the evening,
Shirt Sale— 50 to 65 c. shirts for 43 c
rr
^
JP- Gleason, Jeweler.
a strength and delicacy of touch which
Maj. Lomax, of the United SUtee
Holland, Mich., Jan. 24, 1896.
Lokker & Rutgers.
while somewhat under the influence
that master of the piano, Mr. Post, army, visiting in Canada soon after the It’s
of firewater, he followed the Allegan
is so able to impart All the numbers war of 1812, was entertained in Quebec
Money to Loan.
Day Boardersrailroad track and when about three
were severely classical,but each was by the officers of one of the royal regiThe Ottawa County Building and
Day
boarders
wanted. Inquire at
miles out he fell into a stupor along
rendered with an expression and taste ments. After dinner, speeches and
Loan Associationhas money to loan the J. Thompson house, Ninth street.
toasts being in order, one of the Britthe side of the track. A passing train
on real estate security. Apply to the
that delighted the audience. To say
secretary.
came near killing him. Frank in- that Prof. Nykerk and Miss Yates ish officers, having imbibed too generEverybody can cat rolled oats when
ously of the champagne,gave as a
2
C. A. Stevenson.
they can get Douglas and Stewarts, It
formed us he is anxiously looking for
Method of Filling and
sang with their usual taste and power toast: ‘The president of the United
pounds for 25c at G. Van Putten.
the final distribution by the governis praise enough.
Extracting the Teeth. News and Inter-Ocean$1.50.
States, dead or alive." The toast was
ment of the last installmentof money
accepted with laughter. Maj. Lomax
Perfectly safe and com- It not only is so, it must be so, One
To day (Saturday) Mrs. Magdalena
due his tribe for lands ceded by the
DcBZtrelSnaPSlelKh9’
rose to respond, saying: "Permit me
Minute Cough Cure acts quickly, and
Bertsch will celebrate the eightyparatively
painless.
treaty of 1834.
to give aa iuj toast: The prince rethat what makes it go.
fourth aniversary of her birth, and it
Just think of it, Coffee 19c a ponod
gent, drunk or sober.’” The British Dental office ever Blom’s Bakery 8tbSt.
Messrs. A. Van Putten &Co. made
Lawehnce Kramer. at G. Van Putten. Lion, XXXX,
is expected that she will be surprised officer sprang instantly to his feet, and
Dllworth and McLaughlin brands.
an exhibit of their manufactured by a large circle of relativesand
in angry tones demanded : "Sir, do you
All kinds of Coffee including Lion,
stock at the Michigan Dairymen’s
friends, both from Grand Rapids and intend that remark as an insult?" To
X X X X, Dllworths, and McLaughconvention held in Lansing last week,
Children Cry for
lins 19c per pound at G. Van Putten.
this city, at the home of her daughter which Maj, Lomax calmly replied:
and yesterday they were the recipi"No,
sir; aa the reply to one."
Mrs. E. Herold. Mrs. Bertsch has nine
Pitcher’s Castoria.
Don’t Invite disappointments by exents of the following from the secre
Wftat*4 the Cow Moot.
married children living and a hosteof
Brimenting: Depend upon One Mintary of the association:
A tenaation was created at Carlisle,
Dfafiifss Cannit bt Cared
grand-children.Although at this adute Cough Cure and you nave immediMichigan Dftlrytnen'eAssociation.
ate relief. It cures croup. The only
vanced age, she is still vigorous and Pa., the other night at the home of
By local applications,as they cannot
Flint, Mich., Fob. 12. 18M.
Henry Uundorf,where a wedding wan
harmless remedy that produces iw- reach the diseased portion of the ear.
healthy, retains her mental faculties
Messrs A. Van Pottin A Co.,
to have, taken place. The bride-to-be
medate results.
There Is only one pay to cure Deafness,
and
always
enjoys
having
her
children
Holland, Mieh.
Henry Dundorf, where a wedding was
Lawrence Kramar. and that Is by constitutional remedies.
and
old-time
companions
and
friends
Ghntlemen: It rItcs me pleasure to recomJoseph Derr, a farmer residing at PlainDeafnessIs caused by an Inflamed conmend to the Dairymen ot the state the excel- about her.
dition of the mucous lining of the
field, was the recalcitantgroom. The
lent line of butter tubs manufacturedby you,
Eustacblyn Tube. When this tube
guests had arrived and the wedding
samplesof which your exhibited at our annual
Be sure and take advantage of Van- dinner was in preparation at the Dungets Inflamed you have a rumbling
convention in Lansing, February4-8. '
sound or imperfecthearing, and when
When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
dersluis’advance sale of spring dress dorf home, but the groom did not arYours Truly,
It Is entirely closed Deafness is the reWhea
she
was
a
Child,
she
cried
for
Castoria,
goods next week.
rive, and the bride began shedding tears.
8. J. Wilson, See.etary.
sult, and unless the Infiamatisncan
When she became Ml*, she clung to Castoria,
Then the groom ap]>earedand in a busibe taken out and this tube restored to
Any gentleman taking offense at the ness like way informed the girl and her
Whea she had C&Udren, she gave them Castoria. its noimal condition, hearing will be
The K. of P. annual ball on Thursdestroyed forever; nine cases out of
day evening was a magnificent affair, head lines of our add need not read It father that the marriage would have to
ten are caused hycatarrh, which Is notand a success sociallyas well as finan- a second time. But tell your wife to be postponed,aa the money he had
hing but an inflamed condition of the
read It. We are also offering genuine saved toward defraying wedding excially, reflectinggreat credit upon all
mucous surfaces.
penses he now intendedto use in the
Imported Scotch Peas, 2c a pound,
those having it in charge. About bargains in underwear and hosiery to purchase of a cow. Derr then left the
We will give One Hundred Dollar*
make room for spring goods.
at G. Van Putten.
for any case of Deafneos (caused by
seventy-fivecouple attended, while the
house.
C. L. Streng & Son.
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
gallery was filled with spectators. The
Navy Beans, 2c a pound, at G. Van Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send for circu'Excub NUUkes."
opera house decorations were elaborPutten.
lars,
_______
- How delighted the ladies will be A good-naturedmistress lately acted
ate and neat, with the colors of the
F. J. CHENEY A Co., Toledo, O.
as
amanuensis
for
a
negro
maid
who
when they read Mr. Vandersluls’adNews and Inter-Ocean$1.60.
ty Sold by Druggists, 76.
.order predominating. Some verjr fine
vertisementthis week, wherein he an- could neither read nor write. The
costumes were worn by the ladles.
servant had not enough intelligenceto
What Everybriy Says iboit Brandy.
nounces an advance sale of spring
Children Cry for
Prof. Newell’s orchestra furnfshea
guess that the lady who wielded the
dress goodq for all of next week. Mr.
That
the Wines and Brandy of the
pen for her was well known in the
the music, and the grand march was
Pitcher’s Castoria.
Speer N. J. Wine Co.. Passlc, N. J.,
Vanderslulshas the reputation of car- world of letters, and made what is proheaded by Dr. and Mrs. C. M. Cook,
are leading all others in public favor.
rying one of the best lines of dress vincially called "a pretty penny” by
Their Wines arc unexcelledfor dewho, before they led off were presentgoods in the city and his prices are her use of the quill now called Into
licacy of flavor, and are pronounced by
ed with a beautiful basket of flowers.
j£a«enable.
requisition to inscribe from dictation
the most capable j udges to be the very
In the lodge room the tables were
several letters to sonthern friends
best In the marker. For pure grape
Douse Finishing. Paintingand Calei
tasteiull) arranged and illumined by
Brandy their Old Climax, vintage of
Three Plush and Two Fur Capes, at of the dictator. To her scribe’s intense
mining.
1876, is admittedly the best, to he had
colon <1 el* ci ric ligh'h, and covers laid 60 c. on the Dollar, at
amusement each epistle conclnded with
Estimates
given on work.
and
more
reliable
than
French
Brandforone bundled guebls.
M. Notier; the petition: “Please excuse all mis
ies. Druggists -ell
iddrMi, Box 80,
,
.
talma."
is,

Dr. L. N. Tuttle,
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The News Condensed
Important IntelligenceFrom All Parts.

Backing company, *150,000;the High- 1 zib McCollen, Elijah Lemmons, Henland Bucking company. $10,000; the DjH Gunn and
latter.B son werc Breath,Swellingof Feet and Ankles, are
symptoms of a diseased or Weak Heart.
Batuxcnt Canning company, $10i09U,
^ crog8
and the Riverton Live Stock
rlver near stoneville,N. C.

Session.

lution of censure,and It vs as referredto
the Judiciary committee.
The senate was not In session on tho
8th.... In the house the time was occupied
In discussingthe senate free-cdlnage substitute for the house bond bill. Mr. Towne
(Minn.) made the principal speech In favor
of free coinage and Mr Hall (Mo.) against.
It was decided to vote on the measure on
the 12th.
' Short speeches were made In the senate
on the 10th on the Monroe doctrine and relative to the termination of the war In
Cuba. The nomination of Edwin F. Uhl,

The

packing house of the Tri-City monia, aged

was burned, the loss being $110,000.
of Michigan, to be ambassadorextraorHenry Blake, his wife and children
dinary and minister plenipotentiary of the
United States to Germany was confirmed.... were whipped by white caps in Georgia,
la the house the bond bill, was further dis- who suspectedhim of illicitdis'illing.
cussed.The death of RepresentativeCrain,
Blake would die.
Of Texas, was announced, and as a mark
Washington advices say the treasury
Of respect the house adjourned for the day.
will receive in round figures from the
DOMESTIC.
bond sale about $111,000,000in gold.
Bichard Klaetka killed his wife, faThe New berry Coal & Coke company
tter, mother, three daughtera and him- ai Morgantown, W. Va., failed for $190,aelf with a pistol in Chicago. The cause 000.
T*aa aaid .to be anarchistic tendencies
The state factory inspector of MichidomestiMrouble.

imprisonment
probably fatally.
The Recaimer Manufacturing comConrad Truss, 90 years old, commitpany of New York, makers of face ted suicide by banging at his home in
Y*’altztownship,

Ind. He was wealthy,

but feared poverty.

John Barnett, aged

75, died with
palsy at Baris, Ky., and the minute he
died a large clock In the room stopped
and had since refused to run.

Ms doors.

Joseph R. Dunlop, publisher of the
cyclone in the history of Chicago Dispatch, was sentenced to pay
[Mobile, Ala., did considerable damage
a fine of $2,000 and serve a term of two
la that city and vicinity.
5 ears in the Joliet penitentiary for the
Hans Beterson, aged 58 years, wan- offense of using the United Statesmans
dered about the streets of Omaha, Neb,
to circulateobscene advertisements.

a

til

first

he starved to death,

j A bridge on the New England railroad over the Bequebuck river, near
Bristol, Conn., collapsed,carrying with
it 20 workmen, 11 cf whom perished.
The- supreme council of the National
Fanners' Alliance in session in Washington elected as president Mann Page,
cl Virginia.
John Torrence, the oldest railway
mail clerk in the country, died at his
Imme in Indianapolis from injuries received in a railway wreck, aged 67
years.

The Columbia Spring compauy, doing business in several states and with
headquarters at Newport, Ky, failed for
sm,ooo.
R. & H. Adams, manufacturers of
cotton goods in New York, failed' for

Wallpaper,
An

Immense stock to select
from at astonishingprices.

notice and all

guaranteed
Of Fort Wayne, Ind., writes on Nov. 29, 1894:
"I was afflictedfor forty years with heart

P.AXATTA, N.

W. G. Browne, propriety of the City
bank at New Philadelphia,O., (ailed for
$100,000.

Rev. Sandford Hunt, D. D., of New
York, senior agent of fh* Methodist
Look concern, and treasurerof the
Methodist Missionarysociety,dropped
dead of apoplexy at the Grand hotel m
I'incinnati.He —ns 73 years old.
F. W. 0«rr.o, Douglas, Wyo., sold
his sheep at the stock yards in Chi
cago for $5,000 and two men robbed him
of the money.
The fire loss of the United States and
Canada during January amounted to
$11,040,000. The total for January.
1895, was $11,895,600.
The Northern Fire association of
Columbus, ()., went into the hands of a
receiver with liabilities of $900,000and

An

Joseph Donoghue, of Newburg,
Injured
The plant of the W. 8. Reed Toy com- Y., lowered the world’s mile record for
pany was destroyed by fire at Leo- inside skating at the Washington icc
minster, Mass., entailing a loss of palace. His time was 2:38.
$100,000.
' The receipts of the 30 larger post
The treasury at Washington com- offices of the United States for tho
pleted its tabulation of the bida for month of January amounted to $2,942.bonds above the Morgan syndicate bid. 340, a net incrcfte over the first month
The result is 781 bids for a total of $66.- of 1695 of $215,000.
768,650. This leaves the amount which
A train on the Great Northern road
will be awarded to the Morgan syndi- was wrecked near Clarissa,Minn., and
cate $34,211,350.

all of the 25 passengers

aboard were

in*

and Shop on River Street.

Parte

in
to

Street*

keep up with the times in all

modern

im-

1

DENTISTRY
And endeavor

to perform all opperations a* painlessly a»
possible. Natural teeth preserved by filling with Gold and
Plastics. Artificial

-—==:TEETH
Inserted on

^

Largest and best equiped dental

Office

guaranteed

western Michigan

WU-

hours from 8:30 a. m to 5:30 p.
hours by appointment.

m.

Other

Telephone No. 33.

'

E&* 2&QE©ijJL""A**£3The onl7

,mre

COOK, M.D.

D. 6.

action of Minister Willis in refusing Li
participate in the national holiday that
ofBoaJ may be given his passport soon.

office in

A

Gillespie the Dentist.

acta as a poultice,givrs instant relief.Dr. Wil*
'Hi's Indian Pile Ointmentis piepared only for
Piles and Itchingon the
toe private paVte
pa>t* «nd nothingelse. Every box Is
Is
Sold by
druggists sent by mail, ffor $1.00 per box.
llnma MTgCo.,, Propr’a. Cleveland, O.
Sold on a guarantee by J. O. bocsbnrg.Bol-

y

metal and rubber oase. Crown and Bridge

work aud

PHYBICUN AND

BtrfGEON,
for circular.Price 91.00 per box* 0 boxes for

-

MOTT’S CHEMICAL COM •

Office Eighth St., over P. O.

Cleveland, Ohio.
For Sale by J. O. DOESBURG. Also a full line of Patent Medicines.
LATER.
MICH
Trusses, Shoulder Braces, Spectacles, Paints and Oils, Brushes,Fine Cigars
Tho British parliamentconvened in
and choice lot of Perfumeries.
London and the queen in her speech
hoped for a speedy settlement of the
Venezuelan difficulty and indicated
that diplomatic relationsbetween Great
Britain and Venezuela, which have
been suspended since 1887, were in a
fair way to be speedily resumed.
We have assumed the Bottling BusBurglars effected an entrance into
the Leesburg (O.) bank and carried oil iness heretofore carried on by C. Blom,
Sr., and are prepared to furnish Tole$5,000 in money.
A passengerand a freight train col- do Bottled Beer:
lided near Dongola, 111., and Engineer
2 Quart bottles ...... $ .00
Huntington, Firemen Anderson and
12 Pint Bottles ......... 50
Adams, Baggageman Armstrong and
Orders may be left with C. Blom, Sr.
Brakeman McLean were kiUed.
and will be promptly filled.
The republicans of the Sixth district
of Illinois renominatedE. D. Cooke for
IN FRONT.

HOLLAND,

Toledo Boer. r-

You Touch

1

1

a flan’s

SALOON

congress.

BLOM

BartholomewShea

7 Iv

liabilities of $100,000.

Touch

These are the days when housekeepersare on the look

zt Sherman, Tex., made an assignment

with

Appetite

and you are sure to
His Pocket Book.

& NICHOf c

died in the elec
trical chair at Dannepiora,N. Y., for Holland, Mich.
the murder of Roberl Rove during an
election riot at Troy in March, 1894.
Attend the Grand Rapids
Cullers & Henry, wholesalegrocers

out for choice cuts, tender poultry,juicy chops, game in

•

Business college,

season, and all the other delicacies that the market
affords.

They can be found at

Jake Kuite’s^^

Address:

-

Co’s Furniture
Store, Eighth St.

We aim
provements

GRAND

missing. ^

Store

over Rinck &

50 Eighth

At Newton, la., Charles Bhares, while
crazy, shot and killed his mother-in.$600,000.
law, Mrs. R. T. Smith, fatally shot hi i Shorthand, Typewriting and Practical
The entire coast from Florida to assets of $50.07.
A statement prepared at the trea«' father-in-law, R. T. Smith, and then TrainingSchool,
Maine was swept by violent gales, the
Tsdnd reachingvelocities from 50 to 70 ury department shows that the govern- killed himself.
RAPIDS, MICH.
The Valley state bank at Hutchinmiles, and all the Atlantic coast dis- ment will realize from the new loan
And
prepare
yourself
to fill more re$111,378,836 97.
son, Kan., w’as closed with liabilities
tricts were deluged with hea'*y rains.
sponsible
and
better
paying
positions.
Joseph Leeds (colored),who attempt- of $134,000.
The village of Bound Brook, N. J,
Send
for
Catalogue.
The French soldiers discovered a
was flooded by a heavy rain and during ed to assault Mrs. A. D. Prince at SedA. S. Parish,
den, Ala., was taken from the authori- conspiracy in Antananarivo,the capithe storm a fire destroyed 20 houses.
tal of Madagascar, and killed 3,009
72 Pearl Str., Grand Rapids, Mich.
The ExcelsiorManufacturing com- ties by a mob and hanged to a tree.

The will of William II. English, propany, a large stove-makingconcern in
bated at Indianapolis, leaves an estate
fit. Louis, failed for $150,000.
The dam at Pocahontas lake broke said to be worth $3,000,000 almost enand ail the lower part of Morristown, tirely to his son and daughter.
N. J., was inundated and 25 persons
A train on the Cincinnati & Musking
were
.> *
um Valley road was derailednear RoseScott Jackson, a dental student in ville, O., and Thomas Fisher was killed
Cincinnati, accused of the murder of nrd 12 other persons were injured.
Pearl Bryan, of Ureencastle, Ind., com
Joseph and Dillard Walker, brothers,
leased bis guilt and implicated Alonzo living near Winston, N. C., were burned
II. Walling.
to death in a barn.
I In a saloon light at Whiting, Ind.,
William Roy and William Lutes were
Stephen Maljl and Emile fizanyo were murdered by William- Riggins nntfdU.killed and several others were badly leputablehouse at Danville,111.

is

give

Van Zanten

Central Dental

aerolite of great size, while passand.
ing directly above Madrid, exploded,
and shattered walls, roofs and windows
in the Spanish city and injured many
persons.

Advices from Honolulu say that unless Secretary Olney apologizes for the

to

Attorney at Law.

out any trouble.

BERT DOK,

vana, having on board Gen. Valeriano
Weyler, the new captain general of
Cuba.

my work

louHtfsBEST TOBACCO 10“®
pjeetcquponsin each packagb

and suffered untold agony. I had
weak, hungry spells,and my heart would
palpitate so hard, tho pain would bo so acute
and torturing, that I became so weak and
nervous I could not sleep. I was treated by
several physicians without relief and gave
up ever being well again. About two years Office
ago I commencedusing Dr. Miles’Remedies.
One bottle of the Heart Cure stopped all
heart troubles and the Restorative Nervine
did the rest.and now I sleep soundlyand attend to my householdaud socialduties withtrouble

FOREIGN.
Miss Clara Barton, president of the
American Red Cross society, and party
left London on their way to Armenia

Ha-

short

satisfaction

MRS. N. C. MILLER.

48 years.

The steamer Alfonso arrived at

on

Estimates given

for the distribution of relief funds.
An earthquake shock was experienced at Santa Cruz del Sur, Cuba, and
houses were rocked and furnituie was
thrown about,
John Hays Hammond, the American
mining engineer charged with the leadership of the late uprising in JohannesDEALER IN
burg, South Africa, was liberated on
gan says that the loss from factories bail from the jail in Pretoria.
Fresh, Salt and Smoked Meats.
in the state closing or running on short
The Russian official crop report for
Fresh Lard always on hand.
time last year aggregated$17,000,000.
1895 makes wheat 80,000,000 bushels
Fish and Game in season.
On the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and rye 115,000,000bushels less than
in
1894.
We
kindly solicity a share of
road a passenger train ran from GalesThe new Manitoba legislature conburg to Mendota, 111., a distance of 80
our former customerspatronage.
vened at Winnipeg.
miles, in 7iy, minutes.
Market on South River St.
In reply to a letter from Queen VicThe Altmyer theater block was
burned at McKeesport,Ba., the loss be- toria the sultan of Turkey says the
Armenians were the aggressors in the
ing $130,000.
Piles! Piles!
Rev. Father, John M. Fitzgerald,con- recent massacres. He also says that
Dr
Williams' Indian PI t> Oirtmvtit will cure
victed at Rochester, N. Y., of arson in In every part of Asia Minor everything blind, blading, nicer* t^d and itching pllea. It
adaorbR the turners,allays the itchingat orce.
the second degree, was sentenced to ten is now tranquil.

Allen Sharpleaa, aged 47, and his 15jyear-old daughter were burned to
|death at their home in Montpelier, O.
The agricultural lands of the Red
iladte Indiana in Minnesota, which embrace about 600,000 acres, will bppened for settlement May 1 and wil.
Vt sold at $1.25 per acre.
Dr. Hunt, of Pennington,Va., while
jArank, injected morphine into himself
[ad his companions, causing his own
(death and that of two others.
James H. Rice, president of one of years’ confinementin the state prison
the largest manufacturingand export- at Auburn.
ing concerns in the plate glass industry
Oscar Barneybeak shot Mrs. E. B.
in America, died in Chicago, aged 60 Catlin on the street at Anaconda,Mont.,
jean. His wife died two days before. and then killed himself. A love affair
Hrout, the express agent who w as the cause.
pleaded guilty to robbing the express
Fifteen persons were injured in a
company of $20,000,was sentenced at railway wreck near Hannibal, Mo., one.
Colorado Springs, Col., to five years’ Miss Margaret Whittey, of Quincy, HI.,

cream balm, failed for $125,000.
John Field, receiver of the Fifth
•venue bank at Columbua, 0.. which
tailed about a month ago, reported a
shortage of nearly $70,000.
I The Maurice (la.) state bank closed

of

Sold by druggists. Book sent free. Address
(Hendon were wrecked on the Massa- member of the Thirty-Sixth congress.
Dr. Miles MedicalCo., Elkhart, Ind.
Mrs.
Eve
Slone,
who
would
have
been
chusetts const and ten sailors lost their
101 years old next June, died at her Dr. Miles’ Remedies Restore Health.
lives.
Betcr L. Atkins and Miss Maud Kelly home in Warrensburg, Mo.
William II. Crain, of Cuerd, Tex., who
Sold by all druggists.
while out riding were drowned near
Middletown,N. Y. In the darknessAt- lias occupieda seat in the last six conkins drove off the road into a flooded gresses, beginning with the Fortyninth, died in Washingtonof pneumeadow.

Backing company at Davenport,la.,

'M

20,000
Rolls

PERSONAL AND POLITICAL

The bill to prevent prize fighting in
the Districtof Columbia and territories
was signed by the president and became a law.
The exchanges at the leading clearing houses in the United States dur»
i: g the week ended on the 7th aggregated $999,906,409, against $890,980,970 the previousweek. The increase,
compared with the corresponding week

-

13i£MTiI

^

company,

Gen. John Gibbon, the famous InIn the senate on the 5th Senator Morgan
dian
fighter, died at his home in Haiti(Ala.) Introduceda resolution In favor of
more of pneumoniaat th? age of 68.
absolute neutrality between the contendtng powers in Cuba, and that to each all
William H. English died at his homo
the rights of bellgcrents In the ports of tho
in Indianapolis,aged 74 years. He was
United States shall be accorded. Senator
a congressman during the eight years
Vest (Mo.) severely criticisethe secretary
of agriculture because he did not distribute
which precededthe civil war, and was
seeds to farmers. ...In the house a bill was
the democraticcandidate for vice prespassed to prevent prize and ball fights In
ident on the ticket with Gen. Hancock
any state or territory. The free-colnage
in 1880. Mr. English was also a great
•Ubstltntefor the house bond bill was dis- in 1895, was 1.9.
cussed. but no action was taken.
Benjamin Radcliff,the slayer of the financier, and left an estate valued at
Senator Sherman (O.) on the 6th presented entire school board of Jefferson dls
$1,750,000.
Mr. Foraker's credentials to succeed SenCharles Wacbsmuth. the world’s
trict, Bark county, was hanged at
ator Brice March 4, 1897. The bill to progreatest paleotonologist in the line ot
!ldblt prize fighting In federal territory, Canon City, Col.
.which passed the house, was passed. SenJoseph Merrifield, the 13-year-oldson crinoids, died suddenly at Burlington,
ator Turpie (Ind.) spoke In favor of a con- of Frank Merrifield, of Hedrick, la., Ja., aged 66 years.
stltutlonal amendment to have United
Dr. Richard Manning Hodges, one ol
States senators elected directly by the peo- shot his eight-year-old brother w'th a
the most famous surgeonsin this counple of the several states.. ..In the house rifle and then killed himself.
the time was devoted exclusivelyto the
L. A. Hendry, who has been in the try, died at his home in Boston, aged
further considerationof the bond bill and
mercantile
business at Angola, Ind., for 76 years.
the senate free-colnagesubstitute thereThe republican state central commit30 years, failed with liabilities of $70,for.
tee of Ohio decided to hold the state
‘ In the senate on the 7th Senator Frye 000.
(rep., Me.) was unanimously elected presiA storm in New Brunswick, N. J., convention in Columbus on March 10
dent pro tem. A bill was passed opening
carried
away great quantities of lum- and 11.
the forest reservations of Colorado for the
The republicanstate central comlocating of mining claims. The resolution ber and goods in many stores and faccontemplating a retorm In handling ap- tories were damaged, the loss reach- mittee of New York decided upon
propriation bills by distributingthem
March 24 as the date for the state conamong several committees was referred to ing fully $100,000.
vention and New York ns the place.
The
recent
storm
and
fire
at
Bound
the committeeon rules, to be reported
Louis Allard died at his home in
back next December — In the house the Brook, N. J., caused a loss of $200,000
time was occupied in debating the free- and the death of one man named Mil- Cohoes, N. Y., aged 109 years. Me
silver substitute for the bond bill. During
worked at his trade up to five years ago
the discussionMr. Talbert (S. C.) tried to ler, who perished in the attempt to aid
William L. Kenyon, aged 75, died at
defend secessionand was called to order ]>eoplein distress.
by Mr. Barrett(Mass.), who offered a resoThe schoonersFlorida, Allianza am1 his home in Kingston, N. Y. He was a

. The

Fainting, Weak or Hungry Spells, Irreguor Intermittent Pulse, Fluttering or Pal-

lar

$25,000.

CONGRESSIONAL.

.and

By Dr. Miles' Heart Cure. %

pitation, Choking Sensation, Shortnessof

^
drowne(]

'

Heart Disease Cured

15,124,057; mules, 2,278,940; milch cows,

The following Baltimore business 16,137,586;oxen and other cuttle, 32,concerns went into the hands of re* ; 085,409;sh<^p, 38,298,783, and swine, 42!ceivers; The J. \V. Winslow Jones £42,759.

Holland, Mich

The Proceedings of the Pint

The right of the women of Ohio to
The government agricultural depart'
vote for members of school boards Was ment returns for January show the total
sustained by a decision of the supreme number of horses in the country to be

'.y

•

Hovas.
T. W. Wood, aged 55 years, murdered
his daughter Minnie with a hatchet at

flarket.

Antioch, Miss., and then shot himself.

Daniel Gorman, 100 years of age,
died at his home in Chana, 111.
Washington, Feb. 12.— In the senate
yesterdaythe bill demanding the purchase and distribution of seeds was
passed. Senator Cullom (111.) introduced a bill giving a pension of $24 per
month to all ex-soldiers75 years oLage
who served in both the Mexican and
civil wars. In discussing the deficiency
bill Senator Allen (Neb.) said the two
Iruuda of the public service were the
eivil-service commission and the interstate commerce commission. Senator
Wolcott (Col.) said the real menace \o
the country was the power of patronag-:
lodged with the executive.The nomination of W. W. Rockhill,of Maryland,
to lie assistant secretary of state, was
received.In the house the day was devoted to the consideration of business
reported -from the committee on the
District 3f Columbia.

FOR

Good weight, prompt delivery and the most reasonable prices assured.

cures SCROFULA,
BLOOD POISON.

THE
cures

DR. MOTT’S

CANCER,

xrauBin

PILLS

ECZEMA, TETTER.

dll

which lead tot
»

3

a written

BLOOD

RON*

BURG. Also a full line of Patent Medicines, TrusFor Sale by J. O. DOESBURG.
Shoulder Braces, Spectacles, Paints and Oils, Brashes, Fine Cigars, and
choice lot of Perfumeries.
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THE LABOR LAW.

D.

Geo. Baker, M.

Hoa»s|kiUe Phjildu ui Sirgcn.

Van

Offlce over

der Veen’s Store, corOffice open

and night. Special attention
given diseases peculiar io children.
day

Cleaning and Repairing
Making clothes look
new

is

nearly as good as
the work we do in our shop.

Ward

First

near

Wm. Van

Meat Market

Lath
and Shingles.
Scott’s Lumber Yard.
Lowest Prices.

Look Here!
Dr. De Vries Dentist.
above Post Office
from

1 to 5 P.

to 12

to

the long chain oi

Elferdink says:

-

Lumber

from 8

adds another link

A. M. and

M.

“ I have been a great suffererfrom kidney
complaint. I do not know what caused my
trouble,
lole. unless it resulted from hard work.
It is about a year ago now since I first felt
real bad. At that time I was stricken down
suddenly with a terrible pain in the left side
of the back over the hip and extendinginto
the side. It was very severe right from the
first. I hardly knew what to
o do
d with myself. I could not do anything, and just had
to give up and go to bed. These attacks
came in spells like that, and I would be confined to my bed for days at a time. I had
that fearful bearing down feeling so hard to
describe.Somehow or other I could not
get help, do what I would; and when I did
find any relief at all it was only of the most
temporarycharacter. One day I read
something about Doan’s Kidney Pills, and
felt that they might help me , and seeing by
a Holland newspaper that they were to be
had at J. 0. Doesburg’sdrug store, I got a
box and began taking them. I have not
been sorry that I gave them a trial, for
their effect was ouickly felt At the present
lime I have used altogether four boxes ^ that
dreadful pain in my back has been removed,
and I feel better generally. I am now able
to cet around and do my ordinary household
duties with ease. I gladly speak a good
word for Doan’s Kidney Pills, for they
deserve it all.”

Any

on wishing to sec

me

after or

hours can call

or before office

For sale by all dealers— price 50 cents.
up Mailed by Foster-MilhnmCo., Buffalo, N.
Y., sole agents for the U. 8. Remember the

me

by phone No. 9. Residence East 12th

name, Doan'$, and take no other.

St.

Forsale by J. O.Does burg.

Dr.ttKremers
Has moved

ins office and will

found above the
Central Drug Store.

hereafter be

Office llomu: 9 to 10 a. m.. 3 b.
and 7 to 6 r. m. Sundays at burnt
oorner 12th and Market St.
£

Telephone

31.
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Window Frames,

During tne year 1895 the .'actory Inspectors visited 3,137 factories on their tom-s
of Inspection and obtained reliable and
valuable Information regarding the manner In which they are conducted. Of he
number of factories visited 2,561 were gunning full time, leaving 676 Idle or running
short time. The number of employes at
work when the factories were running to
their full capacity was 153,365, but at the
Twenty-tighth day of February Met,
time of Inspection the number of employes
was 112,048. The dally loss by reason of at 10 o'clock in tbe forenoon,be aaalgned for tbe
the factories being closed or running short bearing of a&ld petition, and that tbe balra at
hours, computed upon the basis of tl.K a law of aald deoeaaed,and all other peraons interday, the average dally wage, is >54,628; eated In add estate are required to appear a4 *
>327,230 weekly, and In the course of a sessionof aald Conrl then to beholden atiuo
year >17,015,991
The number of male employesIn tho Probate Offlce In the Olty of Grand Haven. In
factories InspectedIs 95,884 and the num- said county, and show oauaa, If any there be,
ber of females 15,164, the number of males why the prayer of the petitionershould not be
constituting86 per cent, of the whole granted : And it ia furtherordered, That said penumber Only 30 per cent of the factories titioner kite noUoe to the persons interested in
employ female labor.
aald estate, of tbe pendency of Raid petition, and
There were found by the Inspectors140
tbe hearing thereof by canalng a copy of this
children under the aae of 14 years at
work. They were employed In 64 different order to be publishedIn Thk Holland Citv
factories and were all discharged,the law News, a newspaperprintedand circulated In
expressly prohibiting their employment. aald county of Ottawa for three successiveweeks
In 484 factories were found 1,989 children previousto ssld day of hearing.
ever 14 and under 16 years of ago.
(A true copy. Attest.)
The aggregate of the monthly pay rolls
JOHN V. B. GOODRICH,
cf the factories running and Inspected was
2-3
Judge of Probate.
>3,823,815, an average to each factory of
>1,359.34per month, and an average dal’y
wage of >1.32. The reports show that there
has been on the whole no perceptible
Probate
change In the average dahy wages froir STATE OF MICHIGAN, i _u
those paid In 1894.
COCNTY OF OTTAWA.
The inspectors foiled to find a slng’-i At a sessionof the Probate Court for the Conn
Instance where the law prohibiting fety of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Office, In the
males under 21 years of age working more
than 60 hours a week was being violated. City of Grand Haven, in said county, on
Only two factories were found where em- Thursday the thirtieth day of January, in
ployes were permitted to clean machinery tho year one thousand eight hundred and ninewhile m motion, contrary to the law. ty-six.
I'orty-flve places were vis'ted where orPresent,JOHN V. B. GOODRICH, Judge ol
ders had to be made requiringall door.i
Probate.
to be swung outward or mounted on rollers
or slides, and 15 places wore Inspect-d In the matter of the estate of Charles Scott,
where the practice of locking doors dur deceased.
Ing working hours was ordered dlscontln- On reading and filingthe petition .duly verified,
ued. Fire escapes were orderedconstruct- of Henry P. Scott, son ana heir at law of said
ed on 84 differentbuildingsduring the deceased, praying for the determination of the
year, but as a rule the fotmer orders cf
the Inspectors had been compiled wlt'i. hefrs at law of said deceased, end who are enand over 90 per cent, of the factories where titled to the lands of said deceased.
Thereupon It is ordered, That Tuesday, the
fire escapes were necessary were fully
equipped.
Third day of March nett,
The inspectionlaws In Michigan are at|lou o'clock lu the forenoon,be assigned for
considered very strict, It being provided
thehearlngof said petition, and that the helrt
that all machinery, belting, vats, pans,
saws, logs, set screws and gearingof every at law of said deceased, and all other persons In.
descrlpilon shall be properlyguarded. In teysted in said estate, are required to appear al
the factoriesInspected 380 orders wer»- a session of said Court, then to be holden at tbe
n.aile regarding these requirements, but Probate Offlce In tbe City of Orand Haven, In
kh manufacturers realize that the protec- saidcounty, and show cause, if any there bo,
tion of their employesIs the protection
of themselves,In nearly all caser a cheer- why tbe prayer of tbe petitionershould not be
ful compliance with the statutewas prom- grafted:And it is further ordered,That said
ised.
petltiouer give notice to the personsinterested
recapitulationshows that chang® * In said estate, of tho pendency of said petition
of some kind were ordered In about 30 and the hearingthereof by causing a copy of
per cent, of the factoriesInspected, to<> this order to be published lu tbe Holland
number of factoriesbeing 827 and tho
number of changes 1,614. A large per cent, NkwS. a newspaper printed and circulatedin said
of the changes were Immediately made in county of Ottawa for three successive weeki
previousto said day of hearing.
the presenceof the Inspectors.
An Interesting chapter in the factory !r
(A true copy, Attest.)
spectlon report will relate to the subject
JOHN V. B. GOODRICH.
of accidents. Nearly 40 per cent, of the
Judge of Probat*.
accidents were due to causes beyond th<* 2-3
reach of any factory Inspection, such -s
holler explosions, burstftig of emery
wheels, etc, there being no provisionIn
Order.
the presentlaw for holler Inspection.Tl.e
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN.!
whole number of accidents reported was
COUNTT or OTTAWA.
253, of which 43 resulted fatally, 106 a~«
At a session <f tbe Probate Court for the
classified as serious,70 as severe and 34
ns slight. The number of fatal accidents County of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Offlce.
was greatlyaugmented by the holler ex- In the city ot Grand Haven, in raid county, on
plosion In the Detroit Journal offlce, In Tuesday, the 28th day of January in tho year
which 20 persons lost thi.tr lives. Tho one thousand eight hundredand ninety-six
number of accidentscaused by Improper'y
Present,JOHN V. B. GOODRICH, Judge of
guarded machinery has gradually dimlr.
lulled since the inspectionlaws went Into Probute.
Iu the matter of the estate of Isaac Kramer,
effect.

w

Order.

Cm

Mouldings, Flooring,

»

Siding, Paints, Oils,

and Glass.

Phoenix Planing Mill

p

M&ob*

Cbas. B. Hoad, Broker and

.

winsvllle. Mass., says that be bat
used aod recomended It and never
knew It to fail and would rather have
Oo reading and filing the petition,duly veriIsabel Leader,
It than any»doctor, because It alwayt
fied of AdiianaNyasen, widow and legatee, named
cures. Mrs. Hemming, 212 E. 25th
lathe will of said deceased, praying for the
St., Chicago, always keeps It at hand
Guardian’s Sale.
probate of an Instrument, in Wilting, filed in
and has no fear of Croup, because It la
this court,pnrportlrg to be tbe last will aid
In the matter of the eetate of Jacob Rouwstantly relieves.
testament of laid deceased, and for the appoint- horst. a mentally Incompetent person.
H. Walsh, Holland.
ment of Jan W. Girvellnk aa executor thereof. Notice Is hereby given, that I shall sell at
A. De Kruif, Zeeland.
Tnereapou it ia ordered, That Friday, tbe public auction,to the hlgh»*t bidder, on Wed-

A

Doors,

Testimony.

facturer’s Agent,* Columbus, Ohio,
certifies that Dr. King’s New Discovery has no equal as a Cough remedy.
J. D. Brown, 1’rop. St. James Hotel.
Ft. Wavne, Ind., testifies that he was
cured of a Cough of two vearg staodIn®, caused by Li Grljp, bjr Dr.^KIng’a

1

home proof that we are publishing. Mrs.

der Veere’s

hsssr'

Office hours

Mmd

Change Name,

|

(

for it

KLOOSTERMAN,

A.

Notice of Intention to

CommissionerMorse Reports Upon Its 8T VTE OF MICHIGAN, 0 ,
Working.
C MISTY OS OTTAWA,
Lansing, Feb. 10.— Factory tnKpec- At a imjIoq of the Probate Court for the Coun- STATE OF MICHIGAN, .. Probate Court lor
COONTT or OTTAWA.
aald Coouty.
ty of Ottawa, holdou at the Probute Offloe, lu
Of Mn. Henry Elferdink -Being The tion was inaugurated hi Michigan
UieOityof
Grand
Haven,
in
**14
county,
on
Notice
la
hereby
given,
that
I
Intend, on tie
three yearn ngo. The wisdom of its
Experience of • Holland Lady,
establishment has been frequently Monday, thetwfn'yaeveuth day of January, second da; ot Hay next, at 10 o'clock In tbe
Interesting to All.
in the year one thousand eight bundled and forenoon,to make spplloi. Mon to said Probate
justified, and the forthcoming report
utroty-six.
Court for an order changingmy name from IsaOur representative called at the residence
of Labor CommissionerMbrttr will Present, JOHN V. B. GOODRICH, Judge of bel Leader, to Isabel Hasbbatger,uocord'ng to
of Mrs. Henry Elferdink on E. Tenth St., treat the subject at considerable
P-obate.
Iheprovislonsof the statuteIn such esse made
and the experience she has had and tells length. A synopsis of th&.rept.rtfolla tbe matter of the estate of Adrianos Nys- and provided.
here will interest many citizensof Holland, lows:
-en, deceased.
Dated February 8th, 1898.
I

and River Sts.

ner 8th

Probate Order.

The PalnM Condition

4-3w

«

t

,4.

nesday, tbe 15th day of April, A. D. 1690, at 10
o'clock In the forenoon, at the dwelling-house

One Minute Cough Cure touches tfca
right spot. It also touches It at tho
right time if you take It when yoa
the state of Michigan, parsnant to license and have a cough or cold! See the polal?
author4 »v (ranted to me on the 12th day of
Then don’t cough.

on the premises hereinafter described in tbe
township of Olive, In the oourty of Ottawa, In

Febiuu.

,

mr

D. 1896, by the ProbateCoart of

Lawrence

Ottawa county, Michigan, all tb) right, title,
Intmst or estate of *n(d mentally Incompetent

Kraus.

"Give me a liver regulator aod I caa
regulate the world,” said a genius.
The druglsthandeilhim a bottle of
De Witt’s Little Early Risers, tho
famous little pills.

person, in ortothut r -’ain pioco or parcel of
land sltuutedand beit.giuthe county of Ottawa,
state of Michigan, known and described aa fol-

lows, to wit: The south west quarter of tbe
south weat quarter of sectionnumbered twentyLawrence Kraiob.
two (22) in townshipnumbered six (6) north of
raege fifteen (1«) west, except lot In south west
J. W. Pierce, Republic, la., sayt;
corner,eight (8) rods north and south, by thirteen (13) rods east and west, all iu the township "I have used One Minute Cough Coia
in my family and for myself, without
of Olive, Ottawa oonnty, Michigan.
resultsso entirely satisfactory that
it I
Data! Februaiy 12th. A. D. 1896.
Ldoai Vxykb. Guardian. can hardly find words to express af
self as to its merits. I will never fall
to recommend It to others on evory
\ CURABLE DISEASE.
occasion that presents Itself.”

I

3-Cw

Lawrence Krambb.

CHRONIC CATARRH 18 PRONOUNCED
CURABLE BY DR. HARTMAN.

-?

A high liver with a torpid llverwhl
There are an almost countless num- not be a long liver. Correct the liver
ber of remedies said to cure chronic with De Witt’s Little Early Risers,
pills
catarrh. The most of these are of no little
I
--- that cure dyspepsia
‘ Und
use whatever,and many worse than constipation.
Lawrence Kra
useless, being actually harmful. A
few are successful In a small number
of cases— those which are very slight
Quick in effect, heals and leaves no
and easily curable-caseswhich might scar, Burning, scaly skin eruption
almostgct well by simply taking care ouickly cured by De Witt’s Haul
not to catch cold again. But of all Salvo. Applied to burns, scalds, old
this vast multitude of medlciues it sores, it Is magical in effect. Always
canmot he said that there ars more cures piles.
than two or three which are actually
Lawrence Kramol
specifics, and without doubt the most
reliable Is Pe-ru-na. It always cures
when It is faithfullyand conscienFor Sale-Real Estatetiously used. It notonly cures catarrh A ten room house ou east Ninth st
of the head and throuth, but catarrh Part payment In cash. Balance of
of the stomach, liver, bowels, lungs, purchaseprice on time. Enquire at
bronchial tubes, kidneys, In fact any law office of P. A.
tf.
of the organs of the human body.
It. Is indeed a dreadful case of caBiieklcn’s Arnica Salve
tarrh wherever located, the Pe-ru-na
can not cure, or at least greatly help.
The Best Salve in the world for
It may be procured at all the drug Juts,
-/iits, Bruises, bores.
Sores, Ulcers, bait*
Saltstores,and It should he given a faith- Rheum, Fever Sore, Tetter, Chapped
ful trial by those who have tried in Hands, Chilblains Corns, and all skla
vain elsewhereto get relief.
Eruption, and positively cures Piles,
A hook on catarrh and catarrhal or no pay required. It Is guaranteed
diseases of (14 instructively Illustrated to give perfect satisfaction,or money
pages will be sent free to any address refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
by The Pe-ru-na Drug Manufacturing For sale by Heber Walsh “The DrugCompany of Columbus, Ohio.
gist.’

----

---

‘

Latta.

Probate

Prices the Lowest.

Dr. S. A. Johnson,

CHARGED WITH MURDER.

Holland City State Bank Block.

Houghton Restaurant Keeper Suspectedof
Causing

Office Hours:

Residence 12th St., between Maple St
and First Ave.

Moved

- -

Book-Binderv

C. P.

BIGELOW,

M. D.

Child’s Heath.

Houghton, Feb. 12.— At ten o’clock
Tuesday morning Dr. A. L. Wheeler
was summoned to attend the eightj ear-old daughter of J. N. Clayton,

m. From

2 to 4 and
7 to 8 p. m. Sundays from 12 to 1 p. m.
Other times by appointment.
10 to 11 A.

Ills

proprietor of a restaurant of Franklin.
The child died an hour later and or.
Dr. Wheeler’s representationsto the
authorities Clayton was arrested and
placed in the county jail. A coroner’s
jury was impanelled and adjournedtttl
Wednesday afternoon. The child’s
body was covered with terrible bruises
indicating horrible beatings from her

Books crop report for February,issued from
Bound in neatand strong the secretary of state's olliee, says
Style.
that the January weather was fairly
favorable to wheat. Over four-fifths of
rfagazlnes, Papers, Old

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
A

full line of Spectacles and
‘*iu
' ’
Glasses constantly
in stock.

.

Wlepke Dlekema, guardian of

said

estate,prayingfor the license of this oou
to sellcertsin real

t,

estate of laid mentally incom-

petent person,In said petition described,for purpores therei
thereinset forth.

TherenponIt is ordered, That Monday, tbe
Second day of March next,
at

10

o’clock In

Time

to

Buy
if!

G, Van Putten

well an assorted stock of underwear, flannel*,
blankets, mittensand other heavy weight goods, as can
found in the City. Their dry goods department contain
all the latest novelties and styles. And the ladies vfli
make to mistake in giving them a call*
offire as

W

tbe forenoon, be aaalgned tor tbe

bearing of aald petition, and that the belra at

law of aald mentally Incompetentpereon and all other person* interestedin
said est-ite nre required to appear at
a

showed their stamped
goods and fascinators.

Just ask

sessionof said Court, then to be holden at tbo

Orand Haven,

Probate Offlce in the city of
said

to be

iu

county, ifnd show cause, if any there he.

weeks pro virus to said day of bearing

J.

Kooyers

A.

-3w
(A

etc..

HOLLAND, lMICH.

Phone 1148-1 ring.

fied. of

the

why the prayer of the petitionershonld not be
granted: And It is further ordered, That said
We have moved our Bindery
unnaturalfather. Clayton came here petitionergive noticeto the pc-sonsinter* sted
from Van der Veen Block and
with
his wife and child from Milwau- in said est ate. of the pendency of said petition,
can now be found at
and the hearing thereofby causing a copy of
kee last summer.
this order to be published In the Holland Uitt
De Grodmvet Printingllouse,
News, a newspaper printed and circulntcd in
W heat In Good Shape.
north River Street.
Lansing, Feb. 10.— The Michigan said county of Ottawa for three successive

Practice confined to diseases of the
Ear, Eye, Nose and Throat.
Offlce Rooms:— 7 and 8 Gilbert Block,

mentally Incompetent person.
On reading and filing the petition,duly veri-

a

is

WHAT YOU NEED FOR WINTER WEAR.

.

Physlclaib and Surgeon.

From

Now

)

!tl5H5HSESES2SESE5H5H5£

true copy. Attest

)

JOHN

2

V. ».

GOODRICH,

Judge of I'robst*.

CASTOR A
I

the croj) correspondents report that the
crop lias not suffered injury from any
cause. While the ground w as not covered with snow all the time, the temperature ranged high when it was bare
WEST
and no material damage was done. The
condition of live stock ranged fropi 92 Lv. Grand Itepids
to 97 per cent., comparison being with Ar.Wuvrrlv
Holland
d..
stock in good, healthy and thriftyconCblop.go.
dition.

Nov. 24,

1

895.

Chicago

Eye

AND

SHSHSHSHSI
A COMPLETE

USE OF

Sidewalk Phnk

for

MICHIGAN
am

p.m. p.m

30 1 26 6 2
20 2 fl 7 15
9 SO 2 09 7 25
2 55 fl 50
p. m. p.m p.m.
8
9

am.

a

Infanta and Children.

IVY.

m

p in*
11
12
12

3-J

IS
SJ

» 40

am

p.m P

W’.,

• 1145
IMS
Charged with Murder.
Lv. Chicago.
7 20
a. id.
Niles, Feb. 11.— The trial of Allan
0 0 12 25 9 3' 5 13
Holland .....
Thompson, who, it is alleged, tried to
9 2 12 90 0 45 5 30
Waverlv ......
10
16 1 25 10 25 fl 23
murder Dr. John Sweetland at Mott- Ar. Grand Rapids
4 15
7 30
Lv. "
ville, last October by throwing n dyna12 35
Petolkey
3 45
a.m.
p.m.
mite bomb into his office, commenced
at Centerville Monday. The case has
Allegan and Muskegon Division.
attracted wide attention and the trial
will probably be the most sensational
p.m. a.m. pm. p.m O-m.
580
1 35
iu criminal annals that has yet been Lv. Pentwater ......
MusKngon ....... io a 7 50 19 35 2 15
held in the state.
10 31 8 28 1 17 2 50
Grand Haven

HIRTY

T

years’ observationof CstatorU with tha patronage of

millions of persons
It ia

,

permit na <o apeak of

withowt

Rn

amine.

unquestionablytha bti remedy toy laflftn and Cfcfldwa

the world haa ever known. It
gfres

It

them health. It

is

hnrml— a,

ChlMr—

will s»Te their Urea. In It

Mg

It.

It

,

Mothara lutv

.

DRUGS

Scott’s Lumber Yard. ^

Chemicals,
Patent Medicines,
Staple Drugs and
asasHsasHsa^
Sundries,
SOCIETIES.
Paints,
Lowest Prices.

.

K. O. T. M.
Ore«9entT*nt,No.
M,nteeU in K. 0. T. M.
H»UM7:30p. m., on lloudny night next. AU
Sir Knights are oordially inTiWd .to attend.
Cheapest Life InanranoeOrder known. PnU
partionlaregiyen on appl^aUon.
B.

W. Rbiolh,

R. K.

and Varnishes.
Stationery, Fancy Goods.
Periodicals,

School

& College Books

THB^A

a

Specialty.

11

Waverly .......

20 9 15 1 50 3 35

Republican* to Meet.
1 5> 3 40 0 35
Holland ........ >1 2r.
4 85 10 45
Detroit, Feb. 10. — Senator McMillan,
Allegan .........
p.m.
p.m. s.m.
p.m. a.m.
chairmanof the republican state central
p.m. a m. pm. pm
committee, has issued a coil for a meet- Lv. Allegan ...........
fl 09
8 10
Holland ........ 5 15 9 05 1 55 7 10
ing of the committee to be held at his
Waverly .......... 6 85 » 10 2 1* 7 15
office at one p/m. on Friday, February
Grand Haven .... fl 21 10 05 2 50 8 15
21. The dates of the various state con- Lv.Muskogon ....... 7 29 :0 «• S 29 8 42
tl 05
11 20
ventions and considerable other busi- Ar. Pentwater ......
am. pm. pm.
ness pertaining to the conventions, will
be disposed of at that time.-

Nov. 24, 1895.

Plead* Guilty.

Detroit,
NORTHERN

Jackson, Feb. 11.— Jerry Scott (colored) who killed his seven-year-old LANSING <&
A FULL USE OF CHOICE CIGARS.
dnughter by fiendish whipping last
Lv Grand Rapida ..........
Wednesday, escaped a probablelynch- Ar.
Unsin1 ................
Detroit ........... .....
ing by pleading guilty to murder In the
Pin Wiies and Liqaers Ter Medicinal
second degree, and was immediately

Exclusive
Dealers Id

Oils

Taat. Coffees.
Sploee, Extract

Baking Powder.

EIGHTH STEiXL

*

.

Pnrposes.

hustled to prison in this city.

F'Mflfc-Mss

un Muyn

Marl

varauij

wapum.

& HuiziBoa

practically

pwfaot aa a

medicine.

CaatorU destroy*

Worms,

Caotevia allay revriahaeaa.
Caotorla prevents vomiting Sour

CnrA

CeaicrU enree Diarrhea* end Wind Colic.

am
700
8
tl

54
40

Ceatcrlm relleree Teething

Trohloa.

CeetorU enree Constipationend riatnlenoy.
Caster!*neutralises the

effects of

carbonic add gaa ev polacnena air.

CaatorU dooo act contain morphine, oplnm,

or ether narcotic pgotiorty.

Caatarl* aorfadLttoothe food, regnlatee tha stomach and howol*.
giviMK healthy mmd natural sleep.

Caatoriala pnt np 1m ono-slae bottles oly.It

la

net eeldfat hmlh.

Don’t allow any oae to oeU yon anything else on the plea ev

B.

W

It.

p
5

m

that it lo “just as good* nad “will answer erery ----gee that yen ret

-

w

1

O-A-S-T-O-R-I-A.

2-1

95

798
SSI10 10

.

The

fiao -simile

laenoveny

Lt. Detroit...•eeeeeee
Lansing .......
Ax.

Will Race at Hllas.
Niles, Feb. 8.— A running meeting, to
last six days, will be given at Gephart s
Driving park next Jupe under the auspices of the Indiana, Ohio and Michipinning circuit recently organised.

child’s

which ia nbaolntely safe and

.

.

Ar.

something;

Grand Rapids •eeesesa*

Children Cry for Pitcher’* Caatoria.
Pari oc

Cars on all trains, seats 25 cents (or any

*****
J. C.

HOLCOMB,

GEO. DiHAVBM.

P. A. OtandBaildirVUh
Agu4 ilultecd.

G.

ODD USE TOW

FfJJTS ABOUT

RATSKI NS.

Sensitive Instrument Which Registers
Heat from the Moon.
To tell whether a thermometer accurately does its work invert the in-

Englishman Who Bab a Bolt of
Clothing Made Oat of Them.
It is generallysupposed that ratskins are used in glovemaking, bnt
the skin is too thin and fragile; the
thing has been done onoe pr twice, as

Am

fcSi'N'-

THERMOMETERS.

strument, says the New York World.
If the mercury does not fall to the end
or if it breaks into several small col*

making from spiders'webs, but * umn8t the thermometer containsair
more as a curiosity than p articleof fihd is inaccurate. If perfectly made
trades. In an old newspaper we reed
the slender thread should fill the tube
says the Washington Budget, that “an or break off at the bulb and fall to the
ingeniousindividualof Lisk^ard, Corn- end of the tube.
wall, has for some time pasi been exThere is another interesting fact
hibiting himself in a dress. composed
about thermometers. Nine persons out
from top to toe of ratskina which he of ten think the mercurial column
has been collectingfor three years; it round, but that is not the case. The
consists of hat, neckerchief,coat, thread of mercury in thermometers is
waistcoat, trousers, tippet,gaiters and
flat. If it were round the column
shoes. The number of rats required could hardly be seen, for the opening
to complete the suit was 670, and the
of the tube is as fine as the finest thread.
individual,when thus dressed, appears Some eight of ten years ago a Boston
exactly like one of the Esquimaux de- manufacturer introduceda scheme of
scribed in tie travels ot Parry and | c00t)ng ba<,k of the tube with
Itoas. The tippet,or boa, U conipoMd;whitesizing.
That makea .the column
o( the pieces of skin tnunrfUtelyround of mercury Btand out clear and dia.
In

Coming
In

Daily
Just

Drop in and look at Them. Percale, Fancy Ginghams and 15c Worsteds. All the latest patterns.

J.

Wise

3
BEE HIVE, i

^iUUlU^UlUiUUUlUUUUUUUiUUl^
than to oppress
and overturn.We do not envy a
@32 people whose greed has made them

THE MARKETS.
Wheat*

|

bushel ........

Bj® ......................

Buokvrhcnt..........
Barley * c#fc ...........
Corn $j b<t«hol ..........
Oats * bushels ........

<9

&
@

4

Clover seed * bushel. .
Potatoes * bushel .....
Plow * barrel
J
Oarnmeal, bolted, « owt ..........
ConuBeal. unbolted.1 *cwt..
Oroud feed.
Middlings * owt.
Bran * cwt.
io oo@ 12
Bay * ton.
.

i

^

@
0
@

to deal justly rather

3« hated of all the earth. As a young naJj'tlon, if in all things we have not atobtained to pr-rfectionvet we ask to be
75 'permittedto work out our own salval(5 lion and to guide our own destiny.
i, We ask for no condolence, we will perso; mit no interference with our interests.

We have nothing in common
oo

;

with

England except our language. We are
conglomerate people. No one na-

and

a very curi-

1

@

90

t

$1.50

unct,

^

one time imported from France, but
our manufacturers found them too
small and too fine in texture. It is

class Instrumentwill cost you two dollars. A cheap instrument is like a cheap
watch — it is unreliable. The reason
not to be supposed, however, that rats for this is that a perfect thermometer
are useless; though they lock so clean has a scale of its own. The cheap therand sleek, they destroy for us an im- mometer is made on guess work. Hence
mense quanitity of offal which would you see a difference, of two, three or five
otherwisebe very dangerous to health. UL-g
UCLWUC11 thermometers
l/liri lUUUiCLCl in the
degrees between
yet there are few animals so generally game locality on the same day.
unpopular as the rat. The dislike is
The mast sensitive heat marker is
not reciprocated,for whateverman set- the Crookes. It consists of four arms
tles there appears, us if by magic, a rat. suspended on a steel pivot, rotating like
There, were thousands in the camp be- a miniaturewind gauge, and the whole
fore Sebastopol, and a rat hunt in the affair is inclosed in a glass tube from
trenches was one of the few diversions which the aif has been exhausted. The
the campaign afforded.
light of a candle one or two feet away

i

.

I

DELICATE SPECIES OF SPONGE.

causes the arms to rotate. Quite as
sensitive is the thermopile, which is
used to detect the faint rays of heat
transmittedfrom the moon and stars
to this cold world.

Komp of the Fungi Are of Rare Heanty
and FantasticShapes.
Sponges of the common sort® are so
well known that people long since
ceased to admire their curious and in- ONLY A STONE WALL STOPS IT.
teresting structure. There are some
Little Animal That Malcm a Mont Rerare species of sponges, however, says
markable rilKrlmage.
the St. Louis Republic,such as the
By far the most remarkablepilgrim-

We have placed on
sale 430 pr. of La
dies line shoes. Hutton and Lace. Plain
toe and with tip.
The sizes in this lot
range from 2i to 3*
A to EE in width.

These shoes are all
of the makes. The
cheapest shoe In the
lot formerly sold fo
$2.50 and others asr
high as $4.75.

They must

needed a

large

army. The army

the United States

KfvV.

of

composed of but
25,000 men. It is my privilege to respond to the toast The United States
is

ArBf.’
“When in 1861 the war of the rebellion was suddenly upon us. military
Irnowledge among our people was at
its lowest ebb. Outside of a few com-

“glass,” "lace" and "tapestry” sponges,
age ever observed among the lower anithat are so exceedingly beautiful that
mals was that witnessed in Norway,
the presence of such a specimen never
not once, but several times within tl^s
fails to excite expressions of admiracentury, says the New York Mercury.
tion. The delicate “Venus flower basA party of flshermpnupon one occaket" belongs to the family of glass
sion were encamped on the borders of a
sponges, and is rightly regarded as a
small ford, and were mending their
wonder by all who have had the ^ivnets when they observeda number of
ilege of owning or viewing them. This
lemmings— a little animal allied to the
curious “flower basket” is found in
beavers—coming out of the wood that
the. deep sea near the Philippine islands
shifted the shore. At first, seeing the
and in no other place in the world in
men,
they ran back; then others apnumbers sufficient to make fishing for
peared, and more, until hundreds were
them a profitableindustry. This species of sponges looks like delicate
upon the bench.
threads of glass woven into a curious,
As the day passed the numbers conbeautiful and intricate pattern, some tinuallyincreased until before night
specimensbeing of such exquisite love- the camp of the men \tyas alive with the
liness that one can scarcely believe
little creatures that now began to take
that it is simply the skeleton of a va- to the water. Thousands came pourBRUIN’S ACUTE GASTRITIS.
riety of sponge. This sponge is comMeal of posed of an immense aggregation of ing from the woods in the ensuing few
It Was the RchqU of
days, followed by hawks and other
Dynamite.
minute “spicules,"running lengthwise predatoryanimals that feed upon them.
Thomas Miline, a New Yorker, who from end to end, with numerous cross
was visiting friends at Binghamton, bands at right angles. These bands They passed on into the water, swimstarted with them on his first bear hunt and cross bands are set with numerous ming over it, scores being drowned
during the passage, the rest reachthe other day, says the St. Louis Globe- five, six, nine and twelve pointed spicDemocrat. Footprints were traced ules, some of them filled with dozens ing the opposite shore and moving on
through a patch of woods into a glen, of holes, which can only be seen with a into the, woods, impelled by the strange
where they became partly obscured. microscope,because they are so ex- instinct.
It is said that nothing deters these
The ravine was a rocky wall, about 20 ceedinglyfine.
pilgrims but a stone wall, which they
feet high, and near by tw’o Italians
were at work excavating for a railroad SWORN TWELVE HUNDRED TIMES cannot scale. Piles of grain and fodder
hey have been known to tunnel
switch to be used in thetransfer of logs
ThU Widow Kined the Rlble Deri** through, their instinct being to move
to the main line. They were preparing
Three Whole Day* In Court.
ahead in a given line.
to thaw out a quantity of dynamite
A woman in Germany the other day
The fishes make remarkable pilgrimfor blasting purpose®. The hunters had to be sworn 1,200 times in a suit
age®
from one shore to another, and
left and returned later, when one of the
in which her deceased husband’s estate
In such vast bodies as to defy descripItalians accused them of stealing the was involved.
tion.
dynamite they were preparing to thaw.
The husband, says the New York
There was a rustling in the under- W orld, had been a lumber dealer, and
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THE TOWER BLOCK
SHOE MERCHANTS.

a

panies of militia io our large cities,
we had no citizen soldiery; our regular army was of but 10,000 men . As a
nation
were without military
tralniog or experience in the difficult
art of war. Our small army became
the model which molded a half mililOD men. It was the leaven Which brush c« the bank high above, and the
leavened this whole great mass. The shaggy hide of the long-soughtbear
driH, the discipline and organization tame into sight. Miline emptied both
so essential to success in war and barrels into the brute’s head. The bear
which in the esd made our armies vic- lunged heavily forward and tumbled
torious, was almost solely due to the
over the bank. His fall was followed
effortsof the officers of our small regby a terrific explosion.The hunters,
ular army, assisted by a few milltiiwhen they examined the remains,or
meo.
fragments, of the bear, discovered that
“Those who took part in that great
he had been literally blown to pieces.
struggle well know that to place in a
mao's hand a musket and clothe him It is supposed that he came upon the
in a blouse does not make him a com- dynamite that the workmen hod prepetent and self-reliantsoldier. They pared to thaw, and finding it sweeet
have learned that masses of untrained and not unpalatable swallowed the
men and officers, no matter how brave, whole of it. His internal heat had
are not armies. A machine to work thawed the dynamite, and in fallinghe
fiuoothiy should have all its parts struck a rock, causing the explosion.
properly adjusted.

we

all

Ladles mis is a Bargain.

7@8'pire.
Haas.
64@fiW,
flhoul
alders.
“Perfidious Albion can never be
3*
Tallow ...
trusted; she has never been our friend;
she has always been our covert enemy.
“The United States Army.” She would destroy us if she could, or,
take .us under her mantle as
The “Naval Reserves" of Detroit aperhaps,
colony, to be goyernerlby scions r f
held a banquet one evening last week, nobility. True patriotism demands
of which the literary program was the that we prepare ourselves for the inmain feature. Among the speakers evitable.
“If the future be peace, may peace
were Geo. Alger, Col. Duffleld,ex-Sen ,
be a blessing, but if it be a war, may
ator Palmer and other noted men, it not find us unprepared. If through
and also our friend Capt. C. Gardener, her greed and agression war should be
who responded to the above toast in our only alternative, in the near or
distant future, let your utmost efforts
an address which was received with and ours be to make that war successgreat attention and frequently ap- ful to our country and honorable to
ourselves."
plauded. He said:
“ * * * As yet we cannot justly
say that the era of universal peace
and arbitration is upon us. We see a
Yearly Increase of the armies and navies of Europe which portends no good
omen.' We in the United States are a
peaceableand peace-loving people and
in our Insular positionwe have not

JYOUR
CHOICE

FOR
(ONLY

ous part of the dreas, confining about | Thermometersare cheaper and bet600 tails, and those none of the shortest" i ter
ever before. You can now buy
Several thousand ratakins were at g heat marker for 23 cent®, but a first-

a

tion can claim us as her offspring. We
JJ! have no nobility but that bt honest
Honny ..............................
16 2
Butter ...............................@
12 manhood; no masters, but those of our
Eggs * doseu
5 r>!own choosing. Most of us take pride
Pork
Wood, bard. dry ii cord .......... 1 ?5 B*“h 1S2 in tracing ancestry to those who in
ChickenB, dressod, lb (live
•
j oc poverty and persecutionbullded charBmos * bushel
90 per bun acter rather than fortunes; to men
Ground Oil Cake
® who held liberty more sacred than
Dressed Beef ...
Veal ..............
5@ 6 crowns: and we believe it nobler to
Mattoo ...........
' »> @ 7 help the oppressedthan to extend emLard

(9

the tails of the rata,

Special said!

“Strike while the iron
Hot.”

How

Clothing,

Hats &Caps

APPLICATION OF A FABLE.

self off as the king of beasts is well
known, but the tale of the thief who got
inside a sheep’s skin to be better able to
carry on his nefarious trade has jet to
be told, says the London Telegraph.
Early one morning two policemen, who
were on duty at the slaughter house®
of Paris, were astonished to see a sheep
endeavoringto effect an entrance into
the inclosurewhere creaturesof its
kind were stationed.But the officers'
attention was redoubledwhen a man’s
hand protrudedfrom beneath the
Several windows in a
stolen fleece. Their curiosity became
“We know that for purposes of war the shook.
there is as much to be learned in this
intensified, and they carefully followed
as ia any other profession, in order DU MAURIER’S FAMOUS LABEL.
the sham animal, who stopped at the
Treaiare Found In * Csve.
that success may follow. To learn
About 40 years ago a wagon train pen which inclosed the real articles,
this takes time. Discipline, implicit He Drew the Design That Aderni Apelloaded
with valuable goods and about and with great coolness chose the two
obedience, in order that the various
llnarle Bottled.
largest and fattest of the flock.
units may act as a whole, cannot be
Rarely does it happen that the most $80,000 in gold and silver coin, en route
Still observed by the watchful guardifrom
the
City
of
Mexico
to
the
United
learned In a day. The war of the re- familiar work of a well-known artist,
ans
of the law, this plagiaristof an anbellion has taught us a lesson by which seen by millions of people and recog- States,was attacked near Rincon, Mex.,
cient fable proceededto kill and cut up
weave profiting.* * *
nized everywhere in the civilized world, by a band of brigands and all the mem“A good soldier Is a good citizen. goes without the signature of the art- ben; of the wagon train were killed and his capture, and was on the point of
We are not soldiersof a king or queen, ist himself, and is not thought of by the booty seized,says a correspondent making off with his booty, when he
found himself in turn the spoil of the
bnt of The People. The regular army
more than ft handful of people as his in the St. Louis Globe- Democrat. The law, and was quickly marched off to
like the national guard, is drawn from
robbers were overtaken a few days
the ranks of the people; Its officers drawing,says the New York .Mail and
the police station, where he gave his
later by a detachment of soldiers and
Express.
Yet
this
is
the
case
with
coaie from every station in life; every
name as Eugene Lassot. From his acbright boy has a chance at West a creation of no less a person than all were kille,d. The money and stores count he made a good living out of his
had
l>een
secreted
by
the
outlaws
and
Point and a commission. The army George du Maurier, and the artistic
occupationby sellingthe meat to varijepresentsno class. It is loyal to Its work in question is the picture of the could not lie found. The other day
ous butchers. For some time, at least,
duty apd to a government of the peo- bubbling spring which decorate® the Rafael Villegas was prospecting for
it i® to be hoped that the animals at the
pie, by the people, and for the people.’ iabH of every bottle of apollinaris mineral ten miles south of Rincon,
when he came upon the entrance to a abattoirs will cease to be sent to an
“Detroit and Michigan are to be water,
earlier death by the depredationsof
congratulated that 80 many Of
That the author and illustratorof cave. He explored the cave and found
this latest wolf in sheep’s clothing.
*tQT?\±n flrl! ‘‘Trilby’’ should have drawn the design several sacks filled with the money
taken
by
the
exterminated
band
of
on a mineral water bottle may aeetn
A Reporter**Abbreviation.
convinced that in the near future _____ ,
;r J robbers.
military knowledge and training will jJranPp’ ',,lt explanationMr. Du
In a paper on “Some Humors of Parbe it a premium in the United States. Manner has himself given. A great
liamentaryReporting" in Macmillan’s
Useful
'
There Is a natiou In Europe In whose Wend of the artist is a principalstockTwo of the most interestingautoma- is the following: “There is a well aubouaet there Is buzzing the bee Of uni- holder in the Apollinariscompany, and tons now working within the limits of thenticated story current in the reportversal empire of English speaking rac- when the water was first placed on sale
the United State® are those used by the er’s gallery of a strange freak of a telees, and to whose greed for territoryhe was in doubt as to the style of label.
governmentfor counting and tying graph clerk in the transmission of the
there seems to be no limit. She looks Mr. Du Maurier heard of the dilemma,
postal cards into small bundles. These report of a parliamentaryspeech by
upon us with envipus eyes. We are and at once volunteered to draw the
machines are capable^ counting500,- Mr. Foster to a daily paper in Bradford.
000 cards in ten hours and wrapping The subject of the speech was educatToi
sinco n,ade tie cirtbe seas, the floe phrases -kin across cult of the plob(‘and tying the same in packages of 25 tion; the word ’children’ was frequentthe sea,* £04 ‘blood is thicker
each. In this operationthe paper is ly used, and for the sake of brevity the
water/ wfaloh we so often bear from Saturday afternoon and evenlng- pulled off a drum by two long “fingers" clerk substituted ‘kids/ trusting that
thftt side, are bat meant to put us to Shirt Sa(e-50 to 65 c. shirts for 43c.
which come up from below nd an- be alteration would be corrected by
* sleep. While singing 'Lie still, mv
Lokker & Rutokrs
other finger dips in a rat of mucilage the operatorat the other end of the
love, lie still/ she surrounds us with
wire. The message,however, was not
her cannon and ships. Bermuda, San
A cough is a danger £goal of worse and opplies itself to the wrapping paonly written, but printed just as it was
ta Lucia, Halifax and Esquimauit are trouble to come. Cure the cough and per in exactly the. right spot lOther
parts of the machine wrap* the ipsper transmitted.Imagine the face* of the
M$ dangerous to as as that many prevent its results by using
around the pack of cords and then a right honorable gentleman’sconstitucamntof tramps would be around the Wi
food’s Norway Pine Syrup.
“thumb” presses over the spot -where ent* when they read the next morning: “You know of Wordsworth’s proDr. PrlcTi Creun Baktag Powder

So?

By getting your

during his long businesi career a cerHe Wore Sheep’* Clothe*, Rut Proved to
tain cabinet maker had kept a runBe a Wolf In the Fold.
ning account with him. Their business
The story of the ass who clothed himrelations were po complicatedat the
self in a lion’s skin in order to pass him-

time of the merchant’s death that there
was a differenceof opinion between the
executors and the cabinet maker as to
the amount the latter owed the estate.
The matter was brought into the
courts, and at the trial the reading of
the defendant’saffidavitconsumed 12
hours. Then the widqpv was cited before the magistrates, and during her
testimony, so a foreign paper says, was
obliged to make oath 1,200 times, once
for each of the 1,200 litigiouspoints
involved in the suit.
neighboring This took three whole sittingsof the
tribunal, but she won the suit.
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THE OWEN ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO.,
200 to 211 Stats stiisct, Chicago,
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Mrs. A. J. Stearns,of West Stockholm,St Lawrence Co., N. Y, under date of July 81,
ajrs: '* Word* fall me to express my gratitude to Dr. A. Owen for tbe benefitI have had 1, *iBing his ElectricAppliance*.Before using the appliance I was so weak I oonld scarcely
UBln
stan d alone; had been confined to my bed since last October.After the third day s use of the

”

